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QoS Technologies: The Hype vs Reality
..RSVP98"
You have no doubt heard about the many virtues of quality-of-service (eos)
technologies supporting mission-critical applications. Proponents claim they will not
only support mission-critical network applications that are delay sensitive, but will
also make running voice and video over the Internet practical and economical.
Although it is true that QoS technologies will enable mission-critical and delay-
sensitive applications to request a specific quality-of-service level, the tricky part will
be honoring the requests. Switch and software vendors are struggling to come up
with the best way to honor these requests given adequate bandwidth. Attendees at
the 42"d Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) meeting also echoed the importance
of understanding and sorting out the differences among the various eoS technolo-
gies scheines for guarantees on traffic performance and delivery across nehvork
segments. In addition, equipment and software vendors are being pressured by
customers and ISPs to standardize their wares so that different QoS technologies can
coexist across corporate, government, carrier, and ISP networks. There has also
been plenty o{ infighting among the QoS technologies standards working groups.
A survey of the literature indicates that at least six different standards develop-
ment working groups are involved in the deliberations on QoS technologies: IEEE
802.\p and 802.1q Working Groups, Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP), RSVP
Admission Policy, Differentiated Services (Diff-Serv), and Multi-protocol Label
switching (MPLS). Each of these initiatives addresses an essential piece of the
quality-of-service puzzle. For example, RSVP handles bandwidth reservation and
notification, while the RSVP Admission Policy handles validating a request with a
policy server to ensure that a user is authorized to request and use a certain level of
bandwidth under certain conditions. Although RSVP and RSVP Admission policy
work well with a mix of network protocols, they are designed primarily for TCp/lp-
in which the inherent "best effort" kind of transmission uses no fixed path for packets
to flow across the network, regardless of the service level requested.
To alleviate the problem of packet contention for bandwidth and routing at the
nodes, the Diff-Serv and MPLS standards are being developed. Diff-Serv uses bits in
a packet header to indicate the quality-of-service a packet is to receive by switches
and routers, while MPLS specifies the best route for the packet through the network,
based on bandwidth available, traffic flow, and other factors. This can be critical in
providing timely value-added services when there are multiple routers along the
packet's path, each with responsibility for enforcing node quality-of-service.
Finally, there is the recently ratified IEEE 802. 1p traffic prioritization standard that
gives layer 2 switches, which can't see above the MAC level, the ability to recognize
and prioritize packets into eight classes of traffic. In operation, 802.1,p requires
packet-handling-priority information to accompany the packet. Unlike other 802-
defined protocols, Ethernet does not have an internally defined priority field. To
address this limitation, the IEEE 802. 1q Working Group is developing specifications
for a 3-bit priority field to be contained in a 32-bit tag header for signaling packet
priority. Each of the QoS technology initiatives complements the connectionless
structure of TCP/IP where each network node
submits packets to the network that compete with
packets from other nodes for bandwidth and priority.
Because there is an inherent limit to the number of
priority sessions a router or switch can handle, the
QoS technologies work best when there is a relatively
small number of requests for priority service.
As the unit of information becomes the new
currency of the 21" century. QoS technologies will
be expected to play a critical role in helping institu-
tions and organizations gain a competitive edge as
well as add value and create wealth via electronic
commerce, data mining, and data visualization.
Quality-of-service is the wild card in the economic
chain of valuing in{ormation like tangible assets,
adding value, creating wealth, and minimizing cost
across four markets: internal, local, national, and
global.
Extracting insights from mountains of data and
recognizing relationships that were previously
invisible are tactics employed more and more by
successful organizations to determine which custom-
ers and markets will be the most profitable over the
long haul. Accordingly, companies and institutions
are amassing more electronic data and information
than ever in history. Organizations are being driven
by the desire to gain a competitive edge in abandon-
ing yesterday and creating tomorrow. The concept o{
throwing tough problems at big powerful computers
is nothing new. The difference is that today these
systems are: (1) networked; (2) able to turn raw data
into information and knowledge; (3) able to move
that intelligence to the right people instantaneously-
with guaranteed service levels; and (4) affordable
enough to be accessed by business, governments,
and institutions of all sizes.
The ultimate promise of turning raw data into
information and knowledge is constrained only by
our imagination and the vexing matter of quality-of-
service. It is quality-of-service that will determine
how far and how fast institutions and organizations
can go with real-time telephony, global design
collaboration, e-commerce, and data mining. Today's
modems are woefully inadequate for the ambitious
visionary. They will barely display a reasonably lively
Web page, much less play the streamed video of a
new product promotion. The quality-of-service
bottleneck is bad news lor every type and slze of
organization. Poor quality-of-service thwarts data
mining and frustrates mobile employees even when
generous bandwidth should allow traffic to circulate
freely. Making the connection is easy; maintaining a
high quality-of-service is the tricky part.3q
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Lead, Fol low, or
Get
Cfiof
.,the
Who willbe the stars as we move
to the 21st century?
Wayl
by Curt Harler
It is true that nobody plans to fail. But many people fail to plan.
Therein lies the rub facing many telecommunications managers today.
Too busy configuring voicemail boxes, overseeing installation of new
billing systems, or monitoring the latest distanceJearning program, tele-
com managers at many colleges may forget to look at the future of their
own departments.
The term conuergence has been beaten into the ground. II you have
not absorbed the idea that the telephony and computer operations at
most colleges (and businesses and government organizations) overlap,
it's time to prepare for a very early retirement. Overlapping, however,
does not necessarily mean that either one will replace the other.
Lead, follow, or get out of the way, pundits say. One would hope that
the telecom department at most schools is a technology leader. Failing
that, the telecom director better latch onto the brightest star on the
telecom/datacom horizon and support that person or department fully.
Don't worry about getting out of the way. If you are not the leader, or
not supporting technology advances fully, be prepared to be pushed
out of the way by your technology-sawy peers.
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Too many people see their future in
telecom as being out of their
control. Some mysterious force will
determine what happens. But that
is not at all true. Putting yourself
and your department in the proper
position will give you a better
chance o{ encountering success-
or of success encountering you.
Fear Driven
Much of what seems to moti-
vate this industry is fear. Remem-
ber the series of commercials built
around a manager's fear of choos-
ing the wrong phone systems? It is
as if we have no control over what
goes on in our department or in
our school. Everyone knows
reporters are supposed to get both
sides of the story. Unfortunately,
most stories have a dozen sides.
Sometimes when we look at a
situation, we tend to frame the
question incorrectly. Recently I
attended a seminar where the
question at hand was whether the
PBX would be replaced by com-
puters. The whole discussion was
spurious. The PBX is a computer
-a single-purpose computer,perhaps, but a computer nonethe-
less. A more appropriate question
might have been how far the
functionality of the traditional PBX
and PC would blend until one was
not distinguishable from the other.
Some telecom people seem to
regard the computer side of the
house as the high priests of
technology. In reality, all they have
is a different vocabulary or lan-
guage. Their job is to move signals
down a wire just the way telecom
people do. The main difference is
that computer signals usually are
confined to a local area or campus.
Once data leaves the campus, it's
probably going to be a telecom
function anyway. It is not that
difficult (as about half of ACUTA's
members can attest) to learn the
language of computers and to add
the computer function to your
talent arsenal.
In one sense, telecom workers
have a leg up on computer people.
Telecom usually has hands-on
experience with wiring, making
physical connections, programming
call accounting systems, and
dealing with the intricacies of a
switch. Everyone these days knows
how to use a PC. The interface and
paradigm are familiar to everyone
in the business world. Computer
people rarely are found in a wiring
closet. The vocabulary of telecom
is just as strange to them as the
computer vocabulary is to you.
The standards of reliabilip ex-
pected of a telecom plant far
exceed those of a campus LAN.
Softer Skills
While it is a broad generaliza-
tion, in the area of people skills the
telecom operation also has an edge
at most schools. Most telecom
departments are service oriented.
Each year there is a total remake of
the student directory. One-fourth
(or more) of the students have to
learn how to use a new phone
system. There is a regular market-
ing effort to promote the campus
long-distance or voicemail package.
The computer department
usually is not involved with those
people projects. In the not-too-
distant future, students and staff
will be as well versed in computer
technology as are the IS gurus. It
may already have happened at
some schools: Sometimes the
astronomy or math department
staff is more familiar with comput-
ing than the people assigned to
help them.
The interpersonal skills of many
techies are notoriously thin.
However, in the near future the
main job of IS/IT is not going to be
hooking up LANs but training and
serving campus customers. People
skills are needed to deal with an
angry administrator who can't get a
spreadsheet program to print
properly. Someone will have to
teach word processing to that
incoming freshman who has never
typed.
In short, the IS/IT function will
become as much a help-desk
function as a technology job. Most
telephony operations already have
that help-desk or call-center
function in place to deal with
phone problems. While it may be a
bit of a short-term headache to add
computer calls to the job, it just
might be a move to guarantee long-
term survival of the department.
Are You in Love?
As a group, telecom managers
tend to be a fairly dedicated bunch.
They love their jobs. They love the
technology. They love working
with their student-clients. Almost all
are in love with campus life.
It's time to wake up. I may be in
love with Meg Ryan, Sharon
Stone, and Cameron Diaz, but
they're never going to love me
back. They don't even know that I
efst. The situation is the same on
many campuses. I've known some
telecom managers who spent so
much time enamored with the
work that they forgot to plan
ahead. They've lost touch with the
reality of their situation, and what
seems to be an asset (dedication)
has become a liability (obsoles-
cence).
Look at the skill sets that your
workers bring to the job. You might
be pleasantly surprised to find
some workers with computing or
teaching skills that can be used as
the department expands its areas
of responsibility.
Nobody is saying that the
telecom administrator should do all
of the actual work involved in any
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of these areas. Look to other staff
members. Give them a chance to
stuetch their wings in project
management. Look at having a
staffer with a certain skill set hain
other members in house. Or, go to
the IS/IT department and sell one
of their qualified workers on the
idea of giving a short course in a
needed skill area.
Don't fall in love with your job
as it was defined last week. Create
a sense of vision for the depart-
ment. Gain a sense of what your
workers' skills are. Back away from
the part of the job you love best
(probably something you became
good at 10 or 15 years ago) and
move on to a role as a coordinator
of employee skills and abilities.
Pure Public Relations
Some of the job of being a
manager consists of pure public
relations. Any telecom manager
who is not (genfly) reminding the
administration of what a good job
the department does is ignoring
one o{ the basic responsibilities that
goes with management.
This does not mean bragging. It
does mean pointing out how re-
negotiating a long-distance contract
will save the school $18,000 a
month. Forget the nuts-and-bolts
technology. Many adminishators
won't understand it. They do
understand dollars and cents, and
they do understand student
services. Rather than wasting time
telling about the things important
only to the telecom departrnent, give
them information they understand
and can use when talking to their
bosses.
It's amazing what can be
accomplished when no one cares
who gets the credit. Tie technology
that the telecom department knows
the school needs to someone else's
bandwagon. If the bookstore needs
frame relay service for its POS
network, it may be the wedge to
get frame relay for other areas of
campus. If maintenance is opening
a trench to run a gas line, it may be
telecom's chance to run some fiber
in there at little added cost. The
fiber won't remain dark for long if
the head of the physics department
is clamoring for bandwidth. In such
cases, let them be on the front lines
of the battle-provide all the
ammunition, direction, and support
they need. Be sure they are
headed in a direction you want to
go. Then, let them take you there.
Can't Always Win
Sometimes even a substantal
amount of planning may go for
naught. Faced with declining
enrollment and financial problems,
the college where Jim, an ACUTA
regular, worked kept piling on
responsibilities far beyond what he
could manage. He {eels he got
caught from the blind side. "We got
a new vice president at the college
who did not think telecom was an
area to be emphasized," he says.
Although the BellSouth Essex
switch contract would expire within
a year, the vice president wanted
to pullJim off the bid and design
project and have him do the
engineering and equipment installa-
tion job for hardware support to
replace other workers who had left
the college.
Jim was in charge of infrastruc-
ture, computer services hardware,
video, and a small TV station.
When the new vice president
asked, "What do you people do?"
Jim was stunned. The Computing
and Telecommunications Depart-
ment was already five people short
when the cutbacks hit. The depart-
ment was told there would be no
replacements.
To add insult to injury, Jim, who
had worked at the school for more
than nine years, recalls they were
moved out of their office to "a hole
in the wall without windows" to
make room for a temporary
employee.
"l really don't know what we
could have done differenfly," Jim
says. (Jim's story has a happy
ending though. Within just a few
weeks of leaving the school, he and
his wife, who had also worked in
the telecom department, found
lucrative new careers offering
consulting services and special
projects work to other schools. )
There Are Lessons to Learn
Like soldiers in a war zone,
there is a tendency for college
administrators to see their compan-
ions fall all around them-but still
believe that it can't happen to
them. It can. While we all must
soldier on, we can learn from the
experience of others.
Sometimes a worker's downfall
can be attributed to pure bad luck.
In other cases, some planning or
broadening of scope could head off
disaster. Think, for example, of the
firms which made slide rules (if you
don't know what a slide rule is, ask
one of the senior engineering
professors on campus). They
competed with one another and
did a good job of producing a
qualip product. But out of the
blue, the semiconductor industry
undermined their entire reason for
eistence with accurate, handheld
calculators.
The railroads' loss of passenger
traffic to speedy planes and their
loss of freight haffic to nimble semi-
trucks is an example of an industryl
hurt by its failure to look at what
was happening in the world around
it. There were alternatives. Look at
ship lines: Everybody flies to
Europe; nobody sails. But cruise
ships repositioned themselves as
floating resorts and are making a
killing taking people on circular
journeys to nowhere.
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Look at the lay of the land
around your school. Tiy to antici
pate where your department will be
in five years, ten years, and who
will be in charge. Come up with at
least a half-dozen scenarios (it
could logically be under telecom,
under information services, under
physical plant, under finance, or
swept out the door).
Rest assured that faculty, staff,
and students will all have commu-
nications and computer services in
the decades to come. The question
is: Will you be the one providing
them? Look at where the adminis-
trative power is located now and
which direction it is heading. Tiy to
co-op or swallow up those depart-
ment managers who are not as
ambitious as you are.
The News Is Not All Bad
Most ACUTA people fall into the
middle-management category, says
Mal Reader, who made a few
observations after himself being a
victim of campus downsizing a few
years ago: "During downsizing,
sfuuctural re-engineering, or what-
ever you call it, middle management
was a prime target, as organizations
were flattened and responsibilip
tuansferred to front-line employees,
Mal says. "Although thercwere
some definite positives, thercwere
also some very definite negative
impacts. Today, many organizations
arerealizlng that they may have cut
too deeply, and there seems to be
a renewed interest in what middle
managers actually do: manage
people, projects, and priorities.
"Middle managers, it is now
becoming more apparent, free top
executives to spend more time
dealing with the big picture per-
spectives and dabbling in entrepre-
neurial pursuits. Senior managers
use what middle managers pro-
duce as building blocks for their
own strategic plans. With the loss
of middle managers, most senior
executives must spread themselves
too thin and can't possibly give due
attention to everything under their
control. Middle management is the
source of mentoring and succes-
sion strength so important to an
organization, and by concenhating
solely on the bottom line, many
organizations now find themselves
without these strengths.
"Those middle managers who
survived the reengineering era
have necessarily learned to adapt.
Their newly defined role is to put
senior management's strategy into
action and act as a change agent
by promoflng and coaching for
change." Mal concludes, "They
must be able to encourage innova-
tion and collaboration and bring
together resources from outside
and inside the organization. They
must also be capable of communi-
cating the organization's direction
and be willing to learn from front-
line employees' experience with
the client. They must be etlect:we
project managers, able to broker
across business units and capable
of managing vertically and horizon-
tally. In order to do all of this they
must be properly positioned within
the organization and have a clear
understanding of what business
they are in."
Look to the Leaders
Ally your department with the
emerging leaders. If you are not
sure who those people are, look at
lhe 1999 budget versus the past
few years'. The department with
the biggest plus sign (or the lowest
minus sign) is the current power.
There is nothing unethical or
underhanded about this. You are
not betraying friends. In fact, it is
your responsibility to your subordi-
nates, coworkers, your family, and
yourself to guarantee the survival
and growth of your department in
whatever legitimate ways you can.
Despite what we often hear,
Machiavelli may not have been all
bad. He had a lot of good ideas,
which he wrote down to help his
prince become an effective ruler.
Although he lived centuries ago.
many of his concepts apply to
telecom managers today.
Some telecom managers boast
self-righteously about keeping their
noses to the grindstone. But it's
about time they looked up from
their workstation and devoted as
much energy to the survival of their
departments and the security of
those workers who depend on
telecom jobs as they devote to
making sure all trouble tickets are
resolved within 36 hours.
Although ACUTA members
work at colleges, some seem to
neglect their own education. It is
not enough to know about T1 and
DMS-100s. The day of being
nothing other than a database
expert or nothing other than a PBX
expert are gone. While no one
should expect to be an expert in all
areas of technology, it is important
to know something about comput-
ers, about Novell, about Windows
NT Look beyond line speeds and
bandwidth-check into what is
being sent over those lines.
Time Is on Your Side
Already, the plaintive wail
arises: Where will I get the time to
do this? The answer, harsh as it
may sound, is that taking time to
expand job skills is a basic part of
the terms of your employment.
Telecom workers who do not take
the time to improve technical,
computing, managerial, and
interpersonal skills today will have
plenty of time to do so tomorrow-
between trips to the unemploy-
ment office.
Curt Harler is o contributing editor
t'or the ACUTA Joumal. He can be
reached at curt@ curtharler. com.
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Bri nging Private
Housing onto the
Campus LAN
History and tradition have embraced technology at Wesleyan University.
The small school in Middletown, Connecticut, provides state-of-the-art
service to students in private "woodframe houses" with a high-speed
data network over cable TV wiring.
by Ganesan Ravishanker
Wesleyan University is a small liberal arts
college with approximately 2,7 00 undergraduate
and 300 graduate students. These students live
in three different types o{ housing: residence
halls, private houses owned by Wesleyan
(referred to as the "woodframe houses"), and
off-campus housing (rental property not owned
by Wesleyan). About 1,900 students (mostly
freshmen and sophomores, but also some
juniors) live in the residence halls, and the rest
(mostly seniors and some juniors) live in
woodframe and off-campus housing.
Wesleyan embarked on a $6 million telecom-
munications project in 7994 to wire the entire
campus, including the student residence halls
and the woodframe houses, for voice, data, and
video. In allfaculty and staff offices, ITS installed
a "Wesleyan standard" wall plate which consists
of a digital phone jack, an analog phone jack, an
RJ45 data network jack, and a coaxial cable
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connector for video. \\'e instalied a
\Vesle,;an student standard' wall
plate near eaci-r "pillo,,r,," in the
rr:sicience halis. l'his included an
analoo v'oice jack. an RJ45 jack for
Cara. aad a coaxial cabie connector
ir-rr video. The video connectors in
ail the locations were instalied {or
future use. with the other end left
iiirter-r-ninaied in the closest data
rrelwork closet.
To supTrort the teiephone needs
of the errtire campus. iTS aiso
insialle,-l a Northern Tekucom
N{eridian Option ll1 switch which
hecame operational in November
I994 'fhe faculty and staff offices
anc'l selecte d resicience halls
becamr, Ir.irl of the campus data
retvvorir suppr:rteri br- Cabletron
irubs and Clisco r{lulers during thart
time l-fS installed enough
Cal.letron hubs to support al1 the
piilows in residence hal1s in 1995.
With ail of these upgracles. the
Lrlrmberr oi siudents using the data
rlel\\rork from residence halls
nrcreasred frorn 40tl to 1.1(X)
iretweern 1995 and 199E.
Speci;rl Challenges Off Campus
-l-her 
*,ooCframe houses had to
i.e treaLted dif{erentl5r from the
residence halls during the rviring.
'l'hough these houses are located
\jerv ciose to the campus proper.
tirey- are intermingled rvith other
privaterl'u owned homes and posed
a rogis:ir:al nightmare in terms o{
*rring tncm Iu til(' campus stan-
clard. ITS determined that the time
errrri ef iort reqr-rireC tc get past the
riqht-o{ rvay and easement issues
,r: tr,'Cll,r\ l.rL, (OiT .I digging
trenches w,oulcr be prohibitive.
\,Vesleg,an clecided to provide
just phone service to wood{rame
residents comparable to phone
servicel in the residence ha11s
tirrough a special arrangernent with
rJ - r iS" *4" rl
"*'J *t 'st\ rr{tr
*5)#** ;t=r'rrl'l.(:i! l- - --t-,*1 agDo* - '':il,r\ i4:J>)2r
.r{ri}a
-.J ebsl'*l
.&r,vxl{}ffi }is&m
Now alumni can contribute to Your
school simply by talking on the phonel With
our Alumni Edge program, alumni and friends
can connect their homes and businesses to
BTI's money saving service, generating ex[ra
commissions for your school.
PAGING
Capitalize on the tatest campus rage.
BTI's pag ng seryice, with optional voice mail
features, is another tool to boost commis-
sions, with special billing programsfor
students, faculty and staff,
STI'DE$TT RSSATE
As your strategic partner, BTI custom tailors I$'Yg&&VXf
telecommurications :olutions for your specific Wrth BTI Net s reriable nationwide net-
needs. Together we'll design a student resale work and technical suPport team, the Power
program that maximizes revenues and piovides of the lnternet is at-your fingertips. BTI Net
the flexibility to meet the dynamic challenges of offers a fult range of connectivity services
your campus. We also provide the marketing, from dial-up u.iurs to multi-megabit
billing and ser-vice support essential for success. connections.
x5{e c&}t{pgYxxxv& xrx}&
Academic Edge connects your campus to
one of the most extensive, completely digital,
lO0% fiber optic networl<s in the nation.
So you'll always have crystal clear long distarrce
service around the cl,:cl< and a'ourd the world.
But Academic Edge is much more than a high
performance package of long distance and
telecommunications services. lt's a power-ful new
source of revenue for endowments. scholarships
and general operaring expenses. High corrr-ris
sions on every call and quality service is what
puts Academic Edge in a class by itself.
rfr.AVEL EANDS
You'll earn commissions even when
students. faculty and starf are on break.
weekend road trips and summer vacations.
So whether 01 campus. across the country or
anywhere in the world, the BTI travel card
l<eeps you instantly connected.
QUICX ACCOITN1r rlUQtlrRY
BTI's voice response sysrem enables
students to instantly inquire about account
balances, dialing instructions. "eport lostcards.
increase credit limits or speal< with a helpful
B I I Academic Edge customcr suppoft
representative.
eI'eel&ssm $m&rirx$res
A friendly voice is always on the line with
BTI's operator services. Ready to answer
your questions or connect you worldwide,
24 hours a day, seven days a week. BTI will
customize a complete telecommunications
package to fit the specific needs of your
campus while maximizing your commissions.
A{AIXE,4}I
qWI,T#
;4PryAG
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The CoUeEle And. University Telecommurications Program In A Glass By ltsett,
SNET. SNET lines from the
woodframe houses are connected to
the campus through a Centrex
arrangement. Students who lived in
the woodframe houses and owned a
computer used our modem pool to
connect to the campus network using
the PPP protocols at 28.8 Kbps.
The disparity in the data network
connection between residence halls
and woodframe houses introduced a
major problem for both the students
and ITS. Typically, a student with a
computer spends the first couple of
years in a residence hall enjoying 10
Mbps of uninterrupted connectivity
only to see the performance degrade
dramatically to an on-demand 28.8
Kbps connection. ITS supports a total of 48
modems for general use (in addition to 12 for
exclusive use by the faculty and staff), which is
not enough to support all of the woodframe
residents requiring modem connections. ITS
therefore spent a considerable amount of time
searching for a technological solution to this
problem.
The Cable Modem Solution
The two choices were wireless LANs and
cable modems. Upon careful consideration o{
cost, speed, and reliability, we determined that
the cable modem solution was the optimal
solution. ITS decided to pursue this avenue in
February 7997 in collaboration with Comcast
Cablevision of Middletown. After several rounds
of negotiations, we agreed to certain general
principles:
o Comcast agreed to install and own a hybrid
fiber-coax network around campus and charge
an annual fee to use the frequency ranges 5-
30MHz and 550-750 MHz for data network
service to woodframe houses. This fee also
included Comcast providing a total of 22 chan-
nels, (the major networks,
C-SPAN, Fox, public TV, etc.) of which Wesleyan
reserved four channels for its academic use.
o Wesleyan agreed to allow Comcast to market
extended channel lineups and pay-per-view
Cable Modern Sclprnatic
7Juk9a
Uede}ran Unlverdty
Figure 1. Layout of cable modem hardware in the ITS data center
programming at reduced rates to our students in
return. Comcast pays a small percentage of revenue
from this back to ITS.
During June 1997, Comcast installed a mini-
network to show proof of concept. At that point,
LanCity cable modems were the most used and the
only ones that claimed to have 10 Mbps throughput
in both directions. Most other modems were new to
the market and had only 2 Mbps upstream through-
put. We decided to use the LanCity hardware for the
test.
We used the LCw workgroup cable modem that
supported four IP addresses at that time (it supports
16 addresses now) along with a LCt modulator,
LCh headend, and a provisioning server that runs
proprietary software to manage the cable modems.
The test went very well after the Comcast techni-
cians adjusted the signal levels to be compatible with
the cable modem hardware requirements.
Details, Details
An excellent resource that describes the cable
modem technology is located at http:ll
cabledatacomnews. coml cmic.htm. This Web site
includes a simplified description of how our network
is constructed to provide video and data services to
the woodframe houses. The frequency spectrum in
the range 5-30 MHz is used for upstream data and
using a modulation scheme called QPSK (quadra-
ture phase shift key), LCw is able to support 10
Mbps throughput for both transmit and receive.
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Coaxial cables from the house to the Comcast pole
are consolidated and fed into a Harmonic
Lightwave optical receiver, which is commonly
known as a node. A fiber-optic cable then carries
the upstream data back to the LCh headend
installed in the ITS data center. Another fiber
carries the video signals as well as the downstream
data in the range of 550-750 MHz. Comcast feeds
their video signals into our network, which is then
dishibuted to the residence halls through Wesleyan-
owned fiber-optic cables. Figure 1 shows the layout
of the cable modem hardware in the ITS data
center.
Implementation
In November 7997, Wesleyan signed a contract
with Comcast to proceed with the full implementa-
tion. Comcast terminated all the coaxial cable
connections in the residence halls during the winter
vacation and connected them to addressable
hardware in the data network closet. This was done
so that Comcast could directly activate special
program requests from students from their central
office. They also ran coadal cables to individual
pillows in the woodframe houses and connected
them to the Wesleyan video infrastructure. By
February 1, 1998, 90 percent of the students were
receiving the 22-channel lineup. Some houses,
however, could not be wired due to logistical
difficulties.
During the summer oI 1998, Comcast installed
and tested the data network infrastructure, and ITS
installed the LCw cable modems in the undergradu-
ate woodframe houses. In the meantime, we also
visited each pillow in these houses and split the
existing CAT-3 phone wires so two pairs can be
used for data, thus eliminating the costly process of
running new wires. So, in essence, each wall plate
in the woodframe houses looks identical to the ones
in the residence halls. In the basement of each
house, the data wires were connected to a
Cabletron hub, which subsequently connected to a
LCw cable modem.
During 1998, ITS converted the faculty and staff
network to a fully switched network, and the
Cabletron hubs that were replaced by the Cisco
1900 switches were reused in the woodframe
houses.
Wesleyan has more than 200 students using the
cable modem network, and we are extremely happy
with the service. We expect this number to climb
during the year, and we are preparing for about 450
users next year.
This was an exciting project that was implemented
in a relatively short time. We are looking at the
remaining houses that need to be wired, and we
expect to complete them by early 7999. The total cost
of the project was amortized over a five-year period.
ITS is funding the project through increased revenue
from the student network-usage fee and from savings
resulting from recently renegotiated contacts with
AI&T and SNET
Gonesan Rauishanker is director of technology support
seruices t'or Int'ormation Technologg Seruices at
Wesleyan U niuersity in Middletown, Connecticut.
Reach him at rauishon@wesleyan. edu.
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Bundling Internet Data
and VoiceTechnologies
on the Same T3 Span
by Bill Brichta
Lehigh Universip is a coeducational, non-denomi-
national, private institution located in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, just north of Philadelphia. Total enroll-
ment includes approximately 4,400 undergraduates and
2,000 graduate students. Of the 470 parl- and full-time
faculty, 99 percent hold a PhD or other terminal degree.
The undergraduate student-to-{acult5r ratio is 11:1.
In July 1998, as a beta test site for a new initiative
with AT&T WorldNet Services, Lehigh configured a
unique application on an existing, single T3 span to
carry both Internet access and traditional voice. Because
of our participation in this effort, our highly qualified
faculty will be better equipped than ever to meet the
needs and expectations of a generation of technology-
sawy students.
Background
With AT&T as our current long-distance provider,
Lehigh's Packard Lab switchroom provides an existing
AT&T T3 span to directly terminate all voice services.
Along with TSAA and 0+ traffic demands, eight of the
28 possible T1 channels are dedicated to voice.
Several years ago, Lehigh reached the financial breakeven point for
justifying a T3 versus individual T1 connections, positioning us to explore
the use of readily available capacity on the remaining T3 span for whatever
might be needed. (The magic number for us was seven, but we learned
early the importance of verifying pricing, since T3 rates can vary by state
and even by region within state. ) As always, an expansion had to be more
than an enabling technology enhancement; it had to contribute to the
accomplishment of the mission of the institution. We would not add more
technology simply for technology's sake, but we were certainly interested in
a reduction of overall operating costs that would result in net savings.
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CampusCenter
The lCall CampusCenter makes your campus call center more
effieient ard saves your facility moneyby merging your existing
telephonynerwork and your existing computer network. This
design ensures that the information your call center staff needs
is in gtan ily: w arlabillefor fast rnd pro fe s s i o nal call ha ndlin g. Th e
lCali'OampusCbntei also makes it possible to offer more
services to keep your faculty, staff, and students informed.
For more information
on the
LCall CampusCenter,
call
1-800-356-9L48.
4800 Curtin Drive. McFarland, Wl 53558
608/838-41 94 . FAX 608/838-8367
http://www.amtelcom.com/1 callcampus
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Prior to this point, we employed three separate
T1s simultaneously for stand-alone Internet access
through a local provider. That traffic had slowly
grown in rather predictable ways with completion of
networked residence halls in 1995, and we surely
expected to see more demand as course instruction
began to integrate Web sites and Web work into the
curriculum.
The premise o{ the beta test with AT&T WorldNet
Services was to take advantage, both technically and
financially, of the available spore bandwidth-
meshing nicely with our institution's desire to identify
new rnethods for capturing vendor interest in
establishing working partnerships for related areas on
campus. (Tianslated, that meant finding new ways to
cut costs and increase vendor investment. ) As a
result, the vendor was willing to provide aggressive
financial incentives for Lehigh's acceptance of the
beta program.
Any number of the existing, spare T1 channels
could be configured to create a single "fat pipe" of
Internet access which could be easily expanded as
bandwidth needs continued to grow. In our beta
case, we wanted to start relatively small and bundle
four T1 channels to create a single, contiguous
6-Mbps Internet pipe. That bundling ef{iciency then
should easily be able to replace the three individual
T1 access links with greater throughput. However,
we could also have chosen to start by bundling eight
T1 channels to create a 12-Mbps pipe. The obvious
analogy here would be a fourlane open interstate
highway replacing three separate single-lane roads,
with the ability to quickly add lanes on the interstate
as required.
The T3 was defined with channels 1-8 as voice,
25-28 as the new Internet pipe, and channels 9-24
as spare capaci! for either data or voice.
Beta Requirements
As beta test partner, we stipulated certain conditions:
. A 30-doy t'ree tnal t'rom AT&T once basic
continuity testing on the new cont'iguration was
completed in order to shake down the sysfem. We
requested this not only to quickly determine if there
were any significant engineering roadblocks, but also
to protect us from any billing charges until we had
established a complete. working connection. We then
notified our existing Internet provider that we
planned to evaluate pricing month to month once
our contract came up for renewal.
c lnstollqtion of a Lorscom Oion Mux with two
HSSI ports under a t'ree 60-day euoluation. This box
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Figure 1:AT&T IMUX Service, 6 Mbps Configuration
(see Figure 1) essentially inverse multiplexes the
separate T1 channels into a single pipe and connects
to the Internet provider. (Specifications can be found
at www.larscom.com.) After the trial, we could
purchase the unit outright for approximately $16,000
with an educational discount or lease. Maintenance
could be purchased additionally after the 60-day
period, or we could elect to maintain the Larscom
unit ourselves in the switchroom. Rack space for the
added I-Mux box and any needed assistance from
our onsite PBX technicians during startup were also
givens.
o Assignment ol o single-point-of-contact project
monager from AT&T to work directly uith us
throughout the tronsition process. Although a
number of individuals needed to be involved at
various times, I was able to track progress at any
point or verify ongoing status through this single
individual, keeping events concise and uncluttered.
Financial Incentives
We were motivated to participate in this beta test by
some obviously tangible benefits:
. With agreement for a substantial reduction on our
exisflng T3 charges for electing the WorldNet service
as our Internet provider, our T3 rate became one of
the most competitive in the country.
o Savings from cost avoidance as a result of using
the onsite T3 facility and discontinuing the separate
cost for individual T1s to our earlier provider (we
estimated $41,000 annually) would be recaptured.
o Having the ability to quickly expand the band-
width needs in the future by bundling in additional
T1 channels at less cost was also a consideration.
Another 24 Mbps could be configured in addition to
the existing 6-Mbps service through the Larscom
I-Mux and the T3. There is an accompanying step
and equipment that is installed at the vendor site to
synch-up any expansion, and that would be the
responsibility of AT&T. The only new cost would be
the WorldNet service charge on each added T1 and
any cards, but we would have no major hardware
expense up to that additional 24-Mbps point.
. In addition to the cost savings mentioned above,
we could expand in easily man-
ageable T1 increments at any time
throughout the academic year
with less than a 30-day turn-
around.
Project Timeline and Results
The Larscom unit was installed
on July 10 in less than four hours,
with the expectation that Lehigh,
AT&T, and Larscom could
complete all testing within the next
30 days-in time for the students'
return by the third week of
August. By July 27 we had fully
cut over all of our Internet traffic
to WorldNet and had rcallzed
some performance increases in
response time as a result. There
were no major shortfalls or
engineering difficulties with any of
The Packard crest: Packard Lab is home to the
telecommunications switchroom.
separate T3 facilities. Ten years ago we required only
a single T1 running to the Prepnet network linking
us to other Pennsylvania insfltutions and to the
Internet, and that sufficed. What minimum band-
width requirements will look like ten years from now
is anybody's guess.
It's always important to do the calculus and
determine financially where the best strategy and
payback will be. In this scenario, there is a solid
migration path to shoulder unexpected growth while
running cost-effectively in the
interim.
In addition to financial
considerations, an institution may
choose not to link up both voice
and Internet services from the
same vendor for political or risk-
potential reasons. This solution
does place two key areas of
traffic on a single T3, and that
carries inherent risk. For Lehigh,
this approach provided a rela-
tively good fit with the institu-
tional goals and mission. in
addition to tangible cost savings.
From the vendor's perspec-
tive, AT&T was able to deliver a
creative application and establish
some additional credibility as a
serious Internet provider. That, in
the first-time components along the way. At the
successful completion of the trial on August 72, the
only remaining tasks were to announce the new
service to the campus and start the acceptance
paperwork on the WorldNet and Larscom contracts.
Since we had, in a sense, increased our available
bandwidth at a reduced cost in moving from three
separate T1 lines to a four-T1 contiguous pipe, the
net effect was to technically enhance service while
simultaneously pleasing both the budget and
provost's offices-something akin to pitching the
perfect game.
Summary
It is certainly fair to say this configuration is not
for everyone. There are a number of institutions
where voice and Internet bandwidth needs clearly
call for a T3 dedicated to each requirement. In our
case, and quite possibly for a number of other
schools which do not have large numbers of student
clients driving that need, it is difficult to justify two
turn, provided a result that was very important to
them at this stage. A solid success on the beta test
would permit them to replicate this "shared" T3
configuration at other universities where the right
ingredients might be in place-a consideration that
we stressed with them throughout the negotiating
process.
Bill Bnchto is responsible t'or communications as well
as other related technology monogement oreas ot Lehigh
Uniuersity. An actiue ACUTA member t'or ten yeors, he
hos olso serued as o director-at-large t'or the past two
years. He con be reached at wab0@lehigh.edu.
The AT&T technical personnel who were instrumental
in the success of the l-Mux ot't'ering t'or us were Greg Zulli,
Data Communications Seruices, gzulli@att.com, and Bill
Goldstein, lntemet specialist, wgoldstein@ott.com. They
can prouide additional detoils. Douid Jones, senior
technicol engineer, dwj0@lehigh.edu, can prouide
information on the switch room and mointenance ospects
in Pockard.
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Mission Possible.
Harper College
Equips for the Future
by Dave McShane
Named after Dr. William Rainey
Harper, the first president of the
Universip of Chicago and known
as the father of the two-year
college, William Rainey Harper
College was founded over 30 years
ago on the principle of pursuit of
excellence in education. Proven by
our recent efforts to reengineer our
networking infrastructure, Harper is
executing its mission statement
through its dedication "to meeting
the needs of a changing world. "
Background
William Rainey Harper College,
a two-year public community
college currently serves approxi-
mately 22,000 students from 23
communities in the northwest
suburbs of Chicago.
The institution's main campus,
located in Palatine, Illinois, consists
of 18 major buildings on a total
area of 200 acres, plus six operat-
ing extension centers. Because the
college continues to grow to meet
the needs of the communiQ, two
more buildings located on the main
campus are currently in the
planning stage: a performing arts
center and a conference center.
Furthermore, Harper College
anticipates bringing to successful
conclusion a referendum that will
provide funds to renovate 350,000
square leet of. existing space and
conshuct an additional two build-
ings consisting of 280,000 square
{eet. These new buildings will
house Applied Science and
Technology as well as Hospitality
and Culinary Arts.
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Figure 1: The Harper College enterprise network
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As Dr. Harper laid the founda-
tion for the establishment of the
communit5r college system in the
United States, Harper College
deemed it imperative to its overall
mission to provide a distributed,
campuswide, technologically
advanced telecommunications
network that will service the future
needs of its students and faculty
while setting a precedent for other
institutions to follow.
Telecommunications Landscape
Over the past three years,
Harper has built a high-speed,
high-bandwidth fiber and digital
network infrastructure that inte-
grates voice, video, and data into a
common highway. It delivers
signals to desktops, laboratories,
classrooms, lecture halls, confer-
ence rooms, and so on, via a
standard wall outlet. As the last
major component, a phone
switching system would complete
this phase of the network. Over the
past two years, our technology
organization has investigated
telephone-switching technology to
Notes: - orafige items s:gxiiy
rnulti-mocie fi ber connectrvrty
- Nurnbe.s rn brackets signrfy
fiber pairs'.vrth canlroller attached
integrate into the Harper College
Communication Network (HCCN)
as a network resource for voice
communicaflons.
With such a large installed base
of networked equipment support-
ing a very diverse user community
and accomplishing various dispar-
ate goals using a myriad of soft-
ware applications, a vendor's
ability to prove its consistency,
reliability, and conformance to
HCCN standards, procedures, and
processes was absolutely essential.
New Telecom System Design:
The Requirements
Given the diversity of our
campus communi$, the concept of
enterprise networking was very
attractive. Initially we would be
implementing strictly voice commu-
nications equipment. However, we
were looking for a common
communications platform that
would have the ability ultimately to
provide voice, data, and videocon-
ferencing to users at all campus
locations as the need arises.
Telecommunications and data
strategies for our planned construc-
tion sites also had to be consid-
ered, in addition to planning for
our existing remote sites and
expansion foreseen in the future.
To meet our long-term goals, we
needed a system that would not
only integrate thoroughly with
existing technologies such as voice
messaging but look beyond to
blending such platforms and
technologies as e-mail, voicemail,
and fax servers. We needed a
nonblocking, server- and stan-
dards-based architecture to support
new applications such as computer
telephony integration and IP
telephony. With that in mind, a
system with tremendous CPU and
bandwidth capacity to secure our
future growth and vision was
critical.
In addition to having a common
communications platform, the
network had to provide telecom-
munications to a large community
of users in a cost-effective manner,
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Who Needs a Call Center?
A paradigm shift is taking place
throughout colleges and universi-
ties to improve the level of service
provided to customers who contact
the institution by phone, fax, e-
mail, or even the Internet. Facili-
tating the communication needs of
faculty, administration. existing
students, and especially prospec-
tive students is no longer perceived
as a luxury service. Competition
has driven many in the higher
education marketplace to follow
the lead of corporate America and
deploy strategic call center solu-
tions within their environrnents.
Technology for Thought
Technologies such as voice
processing, voice response, and
Internet access are found on most
campuses. We are all familiar with
mailboxes that provide information
such as directions to the school, or
even with automated attendants
that allow callers to route them-
selves to extensions and touch-
tone registration. But less {amiliar
to colleges and universities is the
core component of commercial call
centers, automatic call distribution
(ACD).
Simply put, an ACD allows for
even call distribution among
multiple call center agents. An
ACD solution provides high
functionality at reasonable cost. As
the foundation for all other solu-
tions in a call center, it can be
deployed campuswide in any
department. But the most impor-
tant asset of an ACD soluflon is the
wealth o{ information it provides to
management.
Reaping the Benefits
For example, a major university
on the southeastern coast and its
admissions department was being
inundated with calls, far exceeding
the predicted volume. Complaints
from disgruntled callers were
rampant. The telecommunications
director suggested that the lead
customer service representative be
assigned to an ACD "hunt group,"
a group with only one member, to
measure the volume of calls being
received in admissions and the
percentage of callers who were
abandoning their call attempts.
Statistics showed that during
their busiest hour of the day, over
half of their callers were not getting
through! It was quickly determined
that a part-time employee was
needed to help handle the exces-
sive volume of calls. They also
discovered that many o{ the calls
they were receiving were not for
their department, so a simple call
routing prompt, "press 1 for
admissions, press 2 for all other
departments," was added via their
voice processing system to further
improve their level of service.
Clearly, ACD technology can
dramatically improve the perfor-
mance of customer service centers
in higher education institutions.
Those colleges and universities
combating a fier ce competitive
climate are currently deploying call
center technology to support
aggressive customer service efforts
now and in the future. Call centers
are and will continue to be an
integral business component for
colleges and universities.
This int'ormotion was part of lntecom's
presentation on unique call center
applications at ACUTA's Annual
Conference. Geoff Spencer, the
presenter, is Intecom's director ot' higher
education business deu elopment.
with distribution capabilities from
cabinets to individual line cards via
fiber-optic cable. While all campus
locations would be supplied and
maintained from one central
location, we wanted the assurance
that each location could function
independently should a disaster
occur, and that each would also
leverage the existing infrastructure
of our fiber network to the 13
network nodes already in place. In
short, we wanted our vendor of
choice to fall into our world as
seamlessly as possible.
Given the age of Harper
College facilities, we are constricted
physically as far as closet space,
but we have taken steps to wire the
campus and all the various campus
sites with fiber to the best of our
ability. It was critical that the
system chosen support our entire
campus using a minimum amount
of space, working with a 19-inch
rack similar to a data environment.
It also had to function in a limited
air-conditioned environment where
cooling wasn't guaranteed. Some
of our key issues were:
o Reliability
o Ease of use and support
o Performance
. Compatibility
o Price
. Ease of upgrade
o Serviceability of proposed
products
The Selection Process
When we initiated the search for
a telecommunications equipment
provider, we were looking for a
vendor with whom we would have
more than a business relationship.
We were looking {or a company
that would provide us with the
necessary tools to support a cost-
effectiv e communications infra-
structure but that would also
provide us with technology exper-
tise, insight, and vision for the
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future. We were seeking a partner-
ship in which both parties would
work jointly through the design,
implementation, applications, and
evaluation.
To ensure that the project would
be successful and have the neces-
sary focus, we retained a consult-
ant, John Thompson oi Thompson,
Ross & Associates. This outside
expertise would assist in creating a
specification for a new fiber-
distributed. digital telecommunica-
tions voice server and help with the
selection of an appropriate vendor
whose system capabilities met our
criteria. For nearly two years, we
spent a considerable amount of
time researching and educating
ourselves by speaking with various
vendors to fully understand and
compare architectures long before
the RFP was solicited.
Through our RFP, we requested
the design and proposal for a new
telecommunications system for the
campus and its two main remote
sites, providing a "single system
image" across all buildings and
sites and stressing that the pro-
posed fiber-distributed system must
be capable of meeting the college's
future growth on campus.
The Solution
Our selection of Intecom from
Dallas, Texas, was based on our
perception of their ongoing
commitment to higher education,
their history of success in the
industry, and our conclusion that
their system was the only one that
met all of our specifications.
Under the terms of the agree-
ment, Intecom will install its
fl agship communications platform,
the Intecom E, at the host location
on campus and at two additional
remote switching units, seamlessly
linking 17 buildings on Harper's
campus and integrating into
Harper's fiber infrastructure.
Powered by their Intecom E
Millennium Server, the Intecom E
with its inherent automatic call
distributor (ACD) functionality will
enable Harper to better manage
regishation and other campus
services.
Harper and Intecom have
agreed to make Harper College a
showcase for voice technologies.
Working as partners to benefit the
educational environment. we will
integrate emerging technologies
which support new institutional
delivery methods by combining
voice, data, and video technologies
to make access easier via the
Internet, intranet, and extranet.
This information wc's part of
Harper College's presentation ot
ACUTA's 27th Annual Cont'erence
in Son Diego. Dauid McShane is
ClOluice president of information
seruices at William Rainey Horper
College. Reach him at
dm cshqne@ harper. cc. il. u s
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Dr. Gregory Farrington
President, Lehigh University
Telecommunications specialists ought to be engaged in serious
academic planning and innovation. They should not simply say,
"l can put a really slick computer on your desk," but should ask
"Have you begun to think about what you can do with these
technologies to teach more effectively?"
A strong supporter of exploring the
use ot' int'ormation technologg to
improue higher education, Dr
Gregory Farrington is president ot'
Lehigh Uniuersitg. In the t'ollowing
interuiew with ACUTA director-at-
lorge Bill Brichto of Lehigh's
I nt'orm atio n R eso urce s D ep ort -
ment, Dr. Farrington addressed
issues o/ importance to campus
telecommunications.
Brichta: With respect to technol-
ogy, what are the major problems
and what kinds of solutions will be
required to meet the needs of
colleges and universities in the 21st
century?
Farrington: I believe that the next
century will be much like the past
one in some very important
respects. At the undergraduate
level, colleges and universities still
will have the mission of helping
fresh graduates of high school
come of age intellectually and
preparing them to function and
lead in the real world beyond the
academy. We must continue to
emphasize the development of
fundamental skills necessary for
success, such as eflective writing
and speaking, clear thinking, the
ability to separate good information
from bad, and the development of
a sense of social context, cultural
sensitivity, global awareness, and
interpersonal responsibility. These
characteristics are essential for any
person who plans to be a creative
leader in society, whether in the
U.S. or abroad.
However, we will have to be
more successful than we have been
in the past in helping students be
comfortable with technology and
the tools necessary for survival in
the technological age, particularly
computer and information technol-
ogy. It no longer is reasonable for a
student to graduate saying, "Oh, I
know nothing about technology.
I'm totally baffled by it. "
Technology is such an integral
part of our times that people are
going to have to be more computer
-and information-literate thanever before. A true liberal educa-
tion in the future cannot be one
that focuses only on the humanities
and leaves out technology.
We also must be much more
creative in using the new tools of
information technology in devising
better ways for students to learn.
We should assume that we will live
in a world in which we are inter-
connected by high-speed telecom-
munications technology that lets us
exchange text, data, voice, and
video essentially instantaneously.
Assuming such a world, the
question we have to answer is how
can these capabilities-not the
technology so much as the free-
dom that it gives us-be used for
more effective education?
So-called distance education is
one such application of the new
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information technologies, and its
use is growing rapidly. However,
one major question is how will
these capabilities affect the residen-
tial undergraduate experience. I
believe that the power of the
residential undergraduate experi-
ence is as much social as intellec-
tual and that it will be very hard to
replace it with a virtual experience
online. But, there will be people
who will try to do so. People will
work to develop alternative models
because the residential under-
graduate experience is very
expensive both in terms of money
and time. If we want to stay in
business, those of us on residential
campuses must ensure that the
experience we offer can never be
duplicated by a spinning. silver disk
or telecom network.
How do we use technology in
this context? Well, I think we first
have to take a fresh look not simply
at how we teach but at how
students best learn. We must
liberate ourselves from the idea
that knowledge should be taught in
l4-week units at the rate of h,r",o or
three lectures a week. We've got to
liberate ourselves from the idea
that gathering students together in
a classroom for an hour lecture is
the most elfective educational
experience. We've got to liberate
ourselves from the traditional
educational models that were
developed in the past when the
technology of teaching meant
having a professor stand in front of
a class lecturing and drawing on a
blackboard with chalk.
We also have the opportunit5r to
liberate ourselves from the tradi-
tional definition of faculty. If one
application of the new information
technologies is to enable existing
faculty on traditional campuses to
teach students at a distance,
another is to use the new technolo-
gies to engage a wide range of new
professionals as faculty-people
who are extraordinarily interesting
from an academic and intellectual
standpoint but are not interested in
working as full-time faculty.
For example, in an area such as
biotechnology, we could start a
wonderful biotechnology program
here at Lehigh, but it would be
even more powerful if we engaged
five or ten key professionals in the
biotechnology industry to give
guest lectures and to engage our
students using videoconference
technology.
The new information technolo-
gies will foster innovation and
experimentation, which in turn will
lead to more competition for
traditional programs of education.
The result should be the develop-
ment of a much richer set of
educational opportunities that are
tailored more specifically to the
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students. While I think that
residential undergraduate educa-
tion will continue to exist for a long
time to come, we will have to
compete more aggressively than in
the past. New models for under-
graduate educaflon will emerge.
The Western Governor's model is
one that is quite interesting, as is
the University of Phoenix and the
British Open University.
I think we will also see a brisk
pace of innovation and competition
in lifelong learning. One market
will be for degree programs, such
as specialized master's degrees.
Another will be to provide less-
structured opportunities for curious
people to learn. People will partici-
pate throughout their lives when
they have time and are interested
in exploring one area or another.
One of the biggest markets may
well be retired people who are
intellectually lively and interested in
new topics but cannot necessarily
get to a college campus easily. So I
think there is a large market for
programs of education that would
be considered unconventional
today.
What does allthis mean? It
means that we are moving into a
period of innovation, exploration,
and competition in higher educa-
tion that is unlike anything we have
seen in a long, long time. It's going
to be fun. Some institutions will
thrive, others will wither. New
markets will arise, and old ones will
be changed. In the end, of course,
technology is not the goal; learning
is. We must always keep in mind
that we are educating people, not
computers.
Brichta: Could you elaborate on
the telecommunications and
networking programs for a gradu-
ate degree that you implemented at
Penn?
Farrington: At Penn we moved to
cteate a completely asynchronous
Web-based master's program in.
appropriately, telecommunications.
Of course, it could have been in
medieval literature, I suppose, but
the market for telecom is much
larger. The idea was to demon-
strate that we could deliver a
complete master's program
asynchronously over the Web to
students anywhere in the world.
We also wanted to demonstrate
that we could deliver a high-quality
program using the new information
tools.
...we are moving into a
period of innovation,
exploration, and compe-
tition in higher educa-
tion that is unlike any-
thing we have seen in a
long, long time.
We began experimenting with a
small set of courses and delivered
one asynchronously as a demon-
stration about a year ago. We
allowed upper-level undergraduate
students and graduate students to
enroll in a beginning course in
telecommunications, either as a live
course in a classroom or an
asynchronous version on the Web.
In fact, many of the students who
signed up for the asynchronous
course were residential under-
graduates who lived on campus.
Why did residential students
choose the asynchronous course?
Some were the usual brave
explorers who are enticed by
newness. Others signed up be-
cause they couldn't fit the hadi-
tional lecture time into their
schedules. In fact, the students
were not the only ones liberated by
this approach. The professor who
taught in the asynchronous course
was traveling a great deal and
taught the course-on line-from
many different locations in the U.S.
and Europe. So, the students were
at Penn and around the world, and
the professor was at Penn and
around the world too. Everyone
interacted via the Net, and the
whole experiment was a great
success. The students who studied
asynchronously learned as effec-
tively as those in the traditional
classroom and perhaps had a
richer level of interaction with the
professor.
Brichta: You envision lots of
different ways that technology can
enhance the universip mission.
Do you see things on the horizon,
within the next few years, where
enterprise networks in general will
become the core business of
universities, where this ability to
deliver anywhere, anytime is
happening?
Farrington: I'm assuming we will
live in a world in which we will all
be connected by a high-speed
telecommunications network and
be able to exchange voice, video,
and data right from our laptop
screens. The main challenge will
not be in having the technology,
but figuring out what to do with it.
I have already discussed some
of the forms new educational
models might take. In addition, I
think we will find the line between
nonprofit and for-profit educational
institutions blurring. Universities
will set up separate, for-profit
businesses to market their educa-
tional content. Private firms will
enter the educational marketplace
and offer education on demand in
a highly market-sensitive fashion.
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Education is so important that it is
unlikely to be left solely to the
traditional providers, particularly
when profits beckon.
So you can imagine a whole
range of educational products
being developed and aimed at
different markets. The competition
will be brisk and, as competition
normally does, lead to substantial
improvements in the delivery of
education to diverse groups and
populations.
Brichts: Are institutions really
ready to invest the human and
financial resources necessary to
build such a network?
Fanington: We haven't any real
choice. For example, what college
or universi$ today can choose not
to be connected to the Internet?
The Internet is here and is an
essential tool for normal life. The
problems we will face have less to
do with technology than with the
institutional ability to take advan-
tage of technology. We already
have more technology than we
know what to do with. If informa-
tion technology stopped tomorrow,
it would still take us 20 years to
figure out what to do with what we
already have. Some insfltutions will
move ahead rapidly and innovate
and, in doing so, challenge others
to keep up.
Five years from now, we're
going to have inexpensive commu-
nications, high bandwidth at
virtually every desk. What are we
going to do with it? Much of the
problem is that most academics do
not understand the opportunities
they have and find it hard to
conceive how to take advantage of
them. That's why we're in for a
period of such rough competi-
tion-it's going to be fun if you like
rough sleigh rides.
Brichta: What are your immedi-
ate plans for delivering technology
such as this at Lehigh?
Farrington: One aspect of Lehigh
that attracted me was its well-
developed and quite successful
program of distance education. It
uses video technology and is
synchronous. It is a program that
will inevitably move aggressively
into the Internet age and offer
asynchronous programs as well. I
think that many of us at Lehigh will
spend a great deal of time thinking
about how to use the new tech-
nologies to enhance the quality of
our undergraduate residential
expeience, which is our flagship
experience as it is at so many other
institutions of higher education.
We will work to decide how we can
make our undergraduate program
better using the new technologies.
This is a major challenge, and an
exciting one.
Brichta: Broadly speaking, what
advice would you give to the
people who are responsible for
telecommunications and related
technology on campuses today?
What do we need to be doing right
away?
Farrington: I think the people
responsible for communications
and computer technologies on
campus must, of course, work to
ensure that their campus has the
right mix of the most appropriate
telecommunications technologies.
In fact, meeting this challenge is
relatively easy. The harder part and
the real challenge for technological
leaders on campus is to help
faculp begin to understand how
the new technologies might be
used to improve learning. Tele-
communications specialists ought
to be engaged in serious academic
planning and innovation. They
should not simply say, "l can put a
really slick computer on your
desk," but should ask, "Have you
begun to think about what you can
do with these technologies to teach
more effectively?"
The challenge on campus is not
technology; the challenge is what
to do with technology. The most
creative technological people will
understand this point. They also
will understand that they are going
to have a lot more success selling
fancy technology (which I happen
to love) if people know what it can
do and demand that it be available.
Brichta: ACUTA encourages
members to be very proactive in
trying to educate administrative
faculty regarding the capabilities of
the technology. So you're saying
they really have to work hand-in-
hand?
Farrington: Yes, indeed. Alas,
many faculty haven't the vaguest
idea what the new information
technologies can do-and what
they might do to the comfortable
traditional educational world. In
addition, most college presidents
are men over 50. A lot of men over
50 think that only secretaries'
fingers should touch a keyboard, so
many presidents have never surfed
the Web. It's hard to understand
the Web unless you surf it and get
a bit wet along the way.
In contrast, the greenest
freshman is Web-wise and already
living in the new information age.
The Web to them is as natural as
the telephone, and much more
use{ul. They find it hard to
understand why some of their
faculty are so far behind. Regard-
less of how the older generation
responds, the new information
technologies are washing over our
institutions and challenging us at
every turn. The times are interest-
ing. Very interesting. The future will
be even more challenging. It also
will be a lot of fun for those who
work to invent it.
V
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UCSD Maximizes
Network with
One-Wire Solution
by
Bill Robinson
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New technology at the University
of Califomia at San Diego is as
impressive as the campus's
stunning coastal setting.
When is one wire better than three?
When that "wire" is a hybrid fiber-
coaxial cable system that can camy
video, data, and voice and still leave
lots of room for future services.
That's the answer you'd get from
Bob Green, manager of Cable Services
at the University of California at San
Diego.
A coaxial cable network begun on
UCSD's sprawling campus in 1993 and
completed with enhancements in 1997
provides 35 television channels from
Triton Cable to each of the universit5r's
2,200 residential facility rooms and
apartments serving 5,200 clients.
When a network to provide cable TV to
students was first proposed, Green saw the
potential for much more than the delivery
of television signals via the 750-MHz
bandwidth of the coax. By employing mid-
split architecture, Green was able to carve
this breadth of bandwidth into three
separate spectrums, giving the network
bidirectional, multimedia capability. And by
configuring the cable in star patterns,
Green enabled the network to realize an
even greater bandwidth by "reusing"
frequencies.
How Does It Work?
The system's "forward" spectrum (from
the head end to the client) runs from 150
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MHz to 550 MHz, providing
information to users. This band-
width is split into channels 6 MHz
wide, each of which can carry
video, data, or voice. The "re-
verse" spectrum (from the client to
the head end) covers 5 MHz to 110
MHz, transporting information from
clients to the head end, again in
channels of 6 MHz. The third
spectrum, from 550 MHz to 750
MHz, is reserved for future services,
such as high-definition television
and personal digital service when
these become available.
The fiber component of the
hybrid cable consists of two strands
of single-mode fiber, one for each
direcflon, running from the head
end to each of the 14 nodes
strategically placed around the
UCSD campus. The nodes are
centered in the building complexes
of the university's five colleges.
The coaxial cable radiates out from
the nodes to adjacent buildings,
thus providing multimedia services
to the students in their rooms.
The spectral capacity of the
hybrid network is enormous when
combined with frequency reuse,
which this system supports. The
forward system can transport 6
GHz of spectrum, while the reverse
spectrum can carry 1.6 GHz. This
capacity can be tripled in the future
by means of data compression.
With its open architecture,
UCSD's network can transmit any
information, whether in digital or
analog format. High-speed data in
Ethernet, AfM, or SONET formats,
PCS, multichannel video, high-
speed imaging, as well as voice can
traverse the network simulta-
neously in both directions.
Selection of RF frequency and
identification of hardware is all that
is required to add additional
services. "The system manager can
Cable Modems
Cable modems provide high speed TCP/IP data transfer for
telecommuters and SOHO (Small Office Home Office) users using
cable TV infrastructure. The latest technology in cable modems
includes support for:
tr Data-Over-Cable Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS)
Standard
I IP routing
E IP tunneling
tl QoS provided through RSVP protocol
f Firewall
E Four-port Ethernet hub
f,l Unicast, broadcast, and multicast
tr Mix of contention- and reservation-based upstream transmission
tr 6 MHz downstream and 200K-3200 KHz upstream
tr Peak downsheam data rates of 38 Mbps
f Peak upstream data rates of 10 Mbps
f Full 10 Bbps peak transfer rate at the Ethernet interface
fl Support for unlimited number o{ PCs and other IP devices
E Continuous downstream and upstream channel performance
and impairment data gathering.
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U.C. San Diego Triton Cable - Video/Data/Voice Layout cable network segment, typically
with 75 to 150 students on a
network. An individual cable
modem subscriber may experience
access speeds from 500 Kbps to 3
Mbps or more-depending on the
network traffic load-blazing
performance compared to dial-up
alternatives.
In addition to speed, these
cable modems offer another key
benefit constant connectivity.
Because cable modems use
connection-less technology, much
like an office LAN, a student's PC is
always online with the network.
That means there's no need to dial
in to begin a session, so they do not
have to worry about receiving busy
signals. Additionally, going onJine
does not tie up their telephone line.
UCSD Triton Cable Video/Datafly'oice Layout
select the frequency spectrum for each of the
services particular to the needs of an enterprise,"
Green notes.
Two-way video channels can accommodate
inter enterprise videoconferencing with NTSC
quality. Virtually every room can originate audio
and video for dishibution on the network. Signals
transported to the head end via a video channel can
be rebroadcast to every residence hall room either
in analog NTSC to a television or digital video to a
PC. The head-end equipment communicates on
these channels via the cable modems located in
student rooms, creating a LAN connection. All cable
modems are external devices, mounted perma-
nently on room walls. The modem then connects to
a personal computer through a standard lOBaseT
Ethernet card and a twisted-pair line. The cable
modems operate at layer 1 (physical) andlayer 2
(media access control/logical link control) of the
open system interconnect reference model. Thus,
layer 3 (network) protocols, such as IP, IPX, and
Ethertalk traffic, can be transparently delivered over
the cable modem system to end users.
A single downstream 6-MHz television channel
supports 4 Mbps of downstream data throughput
from the cable head end. Upsheam channels also
deliver 4 Mbps from students' rooms to the head
end. These upstream and downstream channels are
shared by the active data users connected to a given
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The UCSD Community
Although only 38 years old, the University of
California at San Diego ranks 10th in the United
States in the excellence of its graduate programs and
the quality of its faculty, according to the most highly
regarded ranking of universities, released in 1995 by
the NationalResearch Council. UCSD ranks third in
the nation and first in the University of California
system according to the number of federal dollars the
campus spends on research and development. Last
year UCSD rcceived $351 million in research
funding. The university boasts five Nobel Laureates
on its faculty, and of all public universities in the
country, has the second highest number of faculty
elected to the prestigious national academies.
UCSD's one-wire solution can provide transport
for all of the campus's future voice, data, and video
requirements, Green proudly points out. The
university's communication funds and staff, which
would otherwise be devoted to moves, changes, and
rewiring, can thus be directed to new technologies
and equipment.
Bill Robinson is a t'reelonce wnter and t'requent
contributor to the ACUTA Journal who liues in
Richmond, Kentucky. Bob Green can be reoched at
bgreen@ucsd.edu.
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Optical Fiber Helps
Construct aCampus
for the 21st Century
by
Universities were among the first to use computer networks and other
information technologies to fulfill their mission. In fact, much of the Internet
itself began as computer links among research universities. Still, the
progress made at some institutions to extend the reach of learning and
research through technology is truly awe inspiring. A case in point Indiana
Universip-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI), where an extensive
fiber-optic network is helping one campus reinvent higher education in a
digitalworld.
IUPUI is Indiana Universityr's urban campus, with more than 27,000
students enrolled in a total of 20 schools. Spread over 511 acres near
downtown Indianapolis, IUPUI's 68 buildings are home to the university's
medical and dental schools and the largest law school in the state. In
addition, at locations throughout the campus are elechonic classrooms and
student technology centers, which offer an array of computer hardware
and software.
The new classrooms and centers are examples of Indiana University's
commitment to employing cutting-edge technology to deliver and enhance
education. In keeping with that dedication, in 7992 IUPUI launched a two-
phase project, described in its campus network plan, to extend broadband
connectivityr to all classrooms, most faculty and staff offices, and many
informal learning spaces.
A Lot of Banduridth in a Small Space
Phase 1 of the campus network plan included connecting buildings to
a broadband network, as well as the installation of Ethernet hubs, routers,
and optical fiber riser backbone systems within buildings. The second
phase, which began in 7994, involved installing an optical fiber, asynchro-
nous transfer mode (AIM) campus backbone, and connecting each
building to the fiber plant. This work was completed \n 7997, with the fully
redundant fiber backbone completely deployed and up-and-running on AfM.
"Our intent has been to produce a very rich technological environ-
ment, " says Dr. Garland C. Elmore, associate vice president for teaching
and learning IT at Indiana University (lU) and dean for information tech-
nology at IUPUI. "The advantage of the fiber backbone is that it will allow
us to grow. For instance, we expect to move to multigigabit bandwidths in
the early 21st century-without recabling. "
Mary White,
Mike Connaughton,
and David Jent
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The optical fiber network is as
large and comprehensive as the
campus. Three major hubs are
linked by a backbone consisting of
Mohawk/CDT 108-shand fiber
cable, comprisingT2 Corning 62.51
12S-micron multimode fibers
(MMFs) and 36 Corning single-
mode fibers (SMFs). The rest of the
university's buildings are connected
to a major hub via a network of
7 2-MMF 136-SMF cables. The
network cables begin and end at a
major hub and are routed through
each building, dropping off 12
MMF and six SMF strands in each
direction; therefore,
each building has 24
MMF and 12 SMF
shands to a major hub.
If a total cable failure
were to occur, only 50
percent of the fiber
going to any building
would be affected.
Within most buildings,
I2-MMF172-SMF riser
cable extends from a
main distribution frame
(MDF) to intermediate
distribution frames
(lDFs) on each floor.
At select locations
IUPUI has run fiber to
the desktop, most notably in
University Library and in schools
that require high bandwidth for
specialized applications. For
example, the School of Science
employs a futuristic, virtual-reality
(VR) ImmersaDesk, connected to a
VR CAVE, a 9'x10'x12'box with a
3-D imaging system, located on the
Bloomington campus. People in
Indianapolis can work together with
others in Bloomington on large-
scale design projects without
traveling. Joinfly funded by the
universip and the National Science
Foundation, these advanced
technologies are part of IU's major
new initiatives in VR.
With more applications like the
ImmersaDesk and CAVE on the
horizon, having the optical fiber
network in place is considered a
great advantage by network
planners, because fiber allows
them to concentrate a great deal of
bandwidth in a small space. For
example, they will not have to
worry about a transition to 622-
Mbps ATM or even 1.2-Gbps ATM,
which is where IUPUI plans to be
in just three to five years. And
today there is no technology the
universityr cannot place on its fiber
network for lack of capacity.
A Library for the 21st Century
The technological centerpiece
of IUPUI is the University Library,
which opened its doors in 1993.
Justifiably touted as a "library for
the 21st century," the $32 million,
273,000-sq.ft. facility may be the
newest and most ambitious
electronic library of its kind,
employing technology to store,
retrieve, and distribute academic
information in all media, including
video and audio. Universip Library
is equipped with 1,740 fiber-optic
study spaces, specially designed
carrels with fiber connections. In
addition, 250 "scholar's worksta-
tions" outfitted with Windows-based
IBM, IBM-compatible, and
Macintosh machines offer com-
puter-aided information searches,
graphics packages, authoring
capabilities, World Wide Web and
Internet access, CD-ROM, and
video.
The library is the most fiber-rich
building on campus. Interconnect-
ing the computer hardware is a web
of point-to-point optical fiber circuits
in a star design. From the MDF-
which, situated on the lowest level
of the building, houses the video
headend and central computing for
the campus-12O
strands of MMF and
1500 of SMF are
distributed in the
building riser system to
1 0 telecommrni.utio.,l
closets, two on each
level. From those
locations, horizontal
fiber cables consisting
of two MMF and two
SMF strands extend to
more than 2,100
locations throughout the
building.
Why so much fiber
in the library? "A large
amount of single-mode
went in for video," says John T,
Sheley of UITS, lead network
design engineer and the person
responsible for cabling the library.
"But distance also was a big factor.
The 10 wiring closets were not
placed in optimum positions when
the building was designed, at a time
before the 9O-meter limit [specified
in ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-A, the
Commercial Building Telecommuni-
caflons Cabling Standardl was in
ef{ect. We have some very long
cabling runs as a result. But fiber
solved the problem. The distances
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IUPUI - at home in downtown lndianapolis
Network planners at IUPUI see
the library as the heart of the
campus, pumping technology
outward and driving network usage
across the campus.
Says Elmore, "Our library and
computing operations laid the
foundation" for a new vision of
information networking at IUPUI.
"But by outfitting our classrooms,
Center for Teaching and Learning,
and offices with multimedia
equipment, we'vebeen able to
give faculty and students instant
access to information from around
the world."
Multimedia to the Desktop
Elmore is referring to the
interactive multimedia distribution
system (IMDS), IUPUI's own
solution to multimedia networking.
Completed in 1995, IMDS allows
specially equipped computers on
campus to receive video, to be
interactive, to enjoy random access
to various offerings, to do multime-
dia "authoring," and to perform
media digitizing. According to
Elmore, IMDS is a unique and
sophisticated interactive multimedia
distribuflon system designed and
deployed to fully support univer-
sity-wide delivery, retrieval, and
authoring of multimedia resources
for teaching and learning. Today
the system is in operation on
workstations in University Library,
the faculty Center for Teaching and
Learning, and selected other sites
across campus.
IMDS allows students to callup
video-on-demand right on their
computer monitors, and professors
are beginning to bring video over
optical fiber into their classrooms.
Students can compose multimedia
"papers" using video, sound, and
text and store them centrally in
personal "electronic bookbags, " or
send them directly to their profes-
sors over the network. Some
instruci.rs tdve even assigned
multimedia term papers. In the
future, IMDS will allow for interac-
tive videoconferencing on comput-
ers, for video to homes and other
campuses using ISDN and ATM,
and for interactive online audio and
video distribution via the Internet.
With the high-capacity fiber-
optic backbone and multimedia
and other systems in place,
network usage at IUPUI has grown
dramatically. A UITS survey
suggests as many as 84 percent of
IUPUI's faculty used the networked
computing environment to suPPort
their teachingin 1997-98. This
represents an exponential increase
from 7994, when fewer than 10
percent reported using the Internet
or e-mail in their teaching activities.
"A copper-based broadband
system installed a decade ago held
the network back a long time,"
says Sheley. "Then we saw huge
pent-up demand on the backbone.
Now we've tripled the number of
packets we're carrying. In effect,
we've matched that pent-up
demand."
Growing Leadership in Informa-
tion Technology
IUPUI's comprehensive optical
fiber infrashucture has helped
Indiana University at large, a
network of eight campuses across
the state with over 100,000
students, staff, and faculty mem-
bers, athact national attention for
its technological environment. For
two years running, Yahoo! Intemet
Life, an online magazine, has
ranked IU's Bloomington campus
among the 10 "most wired"
schools in the nation. Among the
university's other networking
highlights is a high-speed connec-
tion to the very high performance
Backbone Network Service
(vBNS), a research network
provided under a cooperative
agreement between the National
Science Foundation (NSF) and
MCI.
Earlier this year, as testimony
to IU's expertise in implementing
and managing large-scale ad-
vanced networks, the university
was named as the site for the
Abilene Network Operations
Center (NOC). The Abilene NOC,
located at IUPUI, will provide
comprehensive network manage-
ment for all the physical and
operational aspects of the Abilene
network, ensuring the day-to-day
{unctioning of the core nodes, as
well as the backbone network, the
world's most advanced for research
and education. This state-of-the-art
center will be critical to the deploy-
ment of the advanced networking
initiatives and services being
developed by the lnternet2
community-comprised of over
130 U.S. research universities,
along with industry leaders and
U.S. federal agencies-whose
support is a focus of the Abilene
Network.
Most recently, IU was awarded
a grant from the NSF to help
develop a high-speed, international
network connection, called
TiansPAC, between the vBNS and
the Asia Pacific Advanced Network
(APAN) consortium. This new
connection will provide IU and
other vBNS-linked institutions in
the U.S. with high-bandwidth
access to an unprecedented
number of outstanding research
and educational institutions,
allowing for the support of scientific
and educational collaborations
between researchers in the U.S.
and Asia. The TransPAC NOC will
be at IU, located with the Abilene
NOC at IUPUI.
Such a crucial role in the
TiansPAC an d Abilene/lnlernet 2
networks serves as continued
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evidence of the rise of IU as an
educational leader in advanced
telecommunications. IUPUI's high-
capacity optical fiber network and
the possibilities it has generated for
the campus communi$ have
helped the IU system establish a
growing role and reputation in
information technology.
Fiber-The Easy Decision
For network planners at IUPUI,
there was little point in debating
whether electronically transmitted
information would be predomi-
nantly text or audio or full-motion
video. The crucial point for those
like Elmore is that everyone have
access to the information, regard-
less of its form.
"Ten years ago," recalls
Elmore, "we had no peer-to-peer
network. We were latecomers to
the whole arena of providing
network services. When we began
to redesign our network, we were
looking at technology on a week-
by-week basis, not always certain
of the best choice. But the decision
to go with fiber was an easy one. In
fact, we separated the bidding on
the fiber from the rest of the
hardware. We bought six months
by selecting the fiber quickly and
delaying other decisions to take
advantage of quickly evolving
technology."
Today, IUPUI is poised to
deploy fully digitized, integrated
voice, video, and data applications
on its high-capacity optical fiber
network. The fiber infrashucture
allows Elmore, as he puts it, to
"think of technology as another
utility, like heat and air condition-
ing-things you wouldn't do
without in any university building."
When Elmore envisions the
future of his network, he describes
a brave new infotech world: "We
want to reassess the traditional
ways of thinking about informa-
tion," he says. "We want to break
down the notion that audio, video,
data, etc. are essentially different,
and to provide access to all kinds
of information as though the
medium didn't make a difference.
The solution is a fast network. And
at IUPUI, the common link is
optical fiber. "
Mary White is an applications
engineer for Coming Incorporated.
Mike Connaughton is product
manager, fiber optics, at Mohawkl
CDT. Douid Jent is manager,
IUPUI Data Seruices, Uniuersity
lnformation Technology Seruices,
at lndiano Uniuersity.
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by Mark Kendrick
Longwood College's laptop initiative
addresses the needs of "nomadic
learners" like George Rencher.
In its master plan that defines the "mean-
ingful learning environment," with "relevant
technology" an integral part, Longwood
College announced early this year that
beginning this fall all freshmen would be
required to have laptop computers. The
mandate is central in Longwood's vision to
provide its student body of over 3,400 with
learning experiences that are, and continue
to be, relevant, with technology being a
requisite element.
The college is one of only two public
institutions in Virginia to require student-
owned computers starting with the 1998-99
academic year, and the first to adopt the
laptop computer as a standard platform.
Previous Technology Initiatives
The planning for campuswide technology at Longwood
preceded the laptop decision by a few years. Most faculty
had already begun the migration to electronic media, which
helped to accelerate the implementation of technology
initiatives. Ongoing inshuctional and haining programs for
faculty have helped them learn how to integrate appropriate
technology into the curriculum. College administrators have
kept pace by earmarking technology projects and planning
them into facility funding.
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Changes to infrastructure are continuous and
pervasive. Longwood's first electronic classroom,
equipped with state-of-the-art multimedia, was
designed for the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
and was followed by four more in the new Hull
Building for the School of Education and Human
Services. Soon after, a two-way interactive video
center was installed in Hull for off-site course instruc-
tion, enabling students separated by many miles to
participate in the same class. High-speed network
switches and CAI 5 cables are now in every residence
hall, providing a separate network connection for
every student.
Plans for interior reconstruction of the 37,000-
square-foot Hiner Building for the School of Business
and Economics to create a state-of-the-art facility
began two years ago. Equipped with nine electronic
classrooms, a two-way, interactive-video distance-
education center, and a multimedia lecture hall to
seat 160, the project would typifu the technology
environment at Longwood. With completion of the
renovation this summer, Hiner's infrastructure
supports the laptop platform and includes a network
port at every seat in the building-24} in all. Com-
bine this with two PC labs and one UNIX lab, which
make another 96 computers accessible to students,
and the newly renovated Hiner Building is the most
sweeping example of fully integrated technology on
the campus today----and possibly anywhere in Mrginia.
Addressing Technology Needs for Students
While the technology wave was visible across
campus, there was a stronger undercurrent. More
students than ever were coming to college with
computers of every make and configuration. By
L997, nearly 40 percent of all sh-rdents brought their
own computer; and among freshmen that figure rose
to 50-60 percent. The students coming without
computers had not just expectations but also a
legitimate need for technology provisions upon
arrival to college. With these increasing and varying
demands, pressure for new strategies was mounting.
Richard Bratcher, vice president of information
and instuctional technology, could see an approach-
ing tidal wave, saying that the rapid proliferation of
technology in socieg is only spilling onto college
campuses today, but with new goals for computer
literacy being designed into the secondary education
system, a flood of technology is not far away.
"Expect a mass of technologyJiterate students,"
Bratcher said, waming that "higher education must
be prepared with sufficient infrastructure and a
technologically relevant environment. "
Bratcher called timeout to study the issue. "We
needed deep and wide solutions to a growing
problem," he said. Presenting the dichotomy, he
said that on the one hand "we need to guide the
burgeoning influx of student-owned computers, " and
on the other hand "the demands for computer labs
outship any reasonable ability by the college to
supply enough equipment and to staff the labs
around faculty teaching schedules. "
To simply require all students to own computers
would only exacerbate the problem of having to
support more individualized hardware and software
bundles. Bratcher urged the campus communit5r to
adopt a standard configuration, explaining that a
standard platform would neither attempt to limit the
student nor prohibit a student from purchasing a more
advanced unit, but would allow students and faculty to
be uniform in their electonic media. It would also
specify the requirements to the infrastructure.
Study Recommends Laptops
422-member task force was assembled to look at
student ownership of computers in the technology
plan. To ensure a cross section of interests, the
committee included faculty members from a variety
of disciplines; administuators representing business,
academic, technology, and student services; and the
president of student government. After a six-month
study of related issues, the task force recommended
the laptop computer because it best addressed both
the mobile nature of students, described as "nomadic
learners," and compatibility with the campus technol-
ogy infrastructure.
The committee's recommendation specified a
platform that would be affordable for the average
student (no more than $2,000), yet with enough
power to handle applications for research and
writing, AA,/ presentations, library searches, Internet
access, and e-mail.
The Faculty Senate unanimously endorsed the
platform. "Laptop computers will expand the learn-
ing environment-the computer becomes an
extension of the classroom," Wayne McWee, profes-
sor of business and economics and senate president,
reported back to the task force.
Longwood director of admissions Robert Chonko
also agreed. "The computer is considered standard
equipment by today's college students-as common
as a calculator-and the technology environment is a
strong factor in their choice of where to apply and
certainly in their decision on where to go, " he said.
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Longwood students, by and large, viewed the
decision favorably. Therewere a few retorts that it
was "overdue," but far more reactions were enthusi-
astic support. Any skeptics were mostly concerned
that the laptop wasn't suitable for specialized soft-
ware applications in art and music. They were
assured that the computer labs would conflnue to
meet these specialized needs.
By December 1997, following wide and varied
input, the recommendation was presented to
Longwood president Dr. Patricia P Cormier and
approved in January 1998.
Putting the Laptop to Bid
The purchasing group had prepared for the
vendor search and were ready to begin the bidding
process immediately. A total of 135 firms received
RFPs for all aspects of the laptop requirement:
hardware, software, distribution, technical support,
maintenance, and financing. To get the lowest
possible cost, and to sweeten the deal for vendors,
Longwood invited all of the higher education schools
in Virginia to participate in the laptop iniflative.
Radford Universig, Virginia Military Institute, the
College of Health and Sciences in Roanoke,
Bluefield College, Shenandoah Universit5r, and the
Virginia Communit5r College System were added to
the contract, creating the potential for 260,000
laptop computer purchases.
Eight computer companies, including several
national leaders, bid for the contract. The Dell
Computers Latitude CP laptop was chosen when
only Dell met all the requirements and kept the
laptop price at $2,000.
The Latitude CP is Dell's newest product in a line
of computer notebooks. It will pack essential tools for
students-word processing, spreadsheet, database,
e-mail, Web browser, and presentation software-
whenever and wherever they want iL residence halls,
library, classrooms, activity centers, and at home.
Dell agreed to finance the laptops directly, at a
fixed monthly cost, with either a two- or three-year
lease or a tive-year plan to purchase. The laptop
agreement with Dell includes a three-year on-site
warrant5r, upgrade options, and loaners, if needed,
plus an optional "refresh" to update the laptop
technology later.
Dell account executive Martha Janney praised
Longwood's technology plan: "Colleges today want
technology, but often cannot describe a vision for it.
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Longwood is to be commended for seeing clearly
what it wants and having a plan to do it. "
Continuous Technical Support for Students
Longwood is cornmitted to providing students
with continuing techrnology support. A new program
has been developed for resident technology advisors
(RTAs) to provide computer assistance in residence
halls. The RTAs are 24 Longwood students majoring
in computer science or management information
systems. Some will receive room and board while
others will be compensated for their time through
work-study. Weekdays, the campus help desk and
Dellwill provide phone support. Nights and week-
ends, RTAs will provide technical support in addition
to the Dell online service. By working together, the
help desk, RTAs, and Dell will provide students with
24 I 7 technical support.
In preparation for the onslaught of new freshmen
in the fall, the new RTAs attended a72-hour elec-
tronic boot camp in mid-August, where lhey were
instructed in programs such as Microsoft Word,
Excel, Access, and Powerpoint; in using the Internet
for research; in time management skills; in using
e-mail; in public speraking (to assist them in teaching
the freshmen comp'uter skills); in ethics and the
Internet; in taking care of the computer; and in basic
networking.
Longwood is Riding the Wave
The planning hasn't slowed one pace. The
technology resources plan for 1999-2000, com-
pleted over the surrmer, prepares Longwood for the
next wave of technology. Reflecting on the college's
progress and considering plans for the future,
Bratcher emphasizes wide and varied input in all
aspects of technology: "Teamwork is critical to the
success of technology planning, implementation, and
support. Technologv issues are far too pervasive to
risk by narrow judgment, and technology costs are
too high for avoidatrle mistakes. "
As for the coming tidal wave, Bratcher says,
"We're on top of it, for now."
Mark Kendrick is director ot' communications and
computer seruices at Longwood College, Virginio, in
charge ot' hardware cont'iguration, seruice and repair
procedures, and networking. Richard Brotcher, uice
president ot' inlormotion and instructional technology
seruices, and Frank Moore, direcior of instructional
technologg ond chairperson of the Longwood Laptop
Reuiew Committee, also contributed to the article.
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As winner of the prestigious
lnstitutional Excellence in Telecom-
munications Award in the medium-
school category, Baylor Uniuersity
was honored ot ACUTA's 27th
Annual Cont'erence this past July
t'or their lDEASnet project. This
article was adapted t'rom mateial
submitted t'or the award.
Baylor University is a private,
denominational universip in Waco,
Texas, with an enrollment of more
than 12,000 graduate and under-
graduate students. The mission of
the university is to educate men
and women for worldwideleader-
ship and service by integrating
academic excellence and Christian
commitment within a caring
community.
To contribute to the university
mission, IDEASnet was designed as
a standards-based, multiplatform,
ISDN videoconferencing network
capable of supporting multiple
connection strategies, hardware
vendors, programmatic needs, and
cost-effective expansion based on
maturing user and institutional
needs. Primarily designed as a
distance-education network to
,9
3
reach previously underserved
constituents, IDEASnet has also
been adapted to support adminis-
trative needs, including faculty
committee meetings and career
services outreach.
In the fall of 1996, three VTEL
LC CODECs, a Teleos M200
switch, and a VTEL MCU-ll were
purchased to support the initial
needs of the T1-based PARTNERS
network between Baylor, Hillcrest
Professional Development School
in Waco, and Harker Heights
Elementary Schoolin Killeen. The
goal of this project was to enhance
teacher preparation programs from
the School of Education through
technology training, field experi-
ences, and collaboration using
videoconferencing. During spring
7997, connections to the public
s,,vitched telephone network,
rrzgional educational institutions,
and additional on-campus faciiities
were added to the network. For
tlre fall of 1997 , two distance-
education classrooms, one in Waco
and one at Baylor's School of
Irtrursing in Dallas, were completed
along with connections for portable
videoconferencing systems. The
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new connections and systems were
designed to support delivery of
regularly scheduled classes be-
tween the campuses while allowing
simultaneous administrative
conferences for faculty and staff.
Each endpoint on the network
has full in-dial and out-dial capabili-
ties, from 56 Kbps to the maximum
bandwidth supported by the
individual CODEC. This structure
provides for important autonomy
and responsibility of the end users,
but allows maximum connectivi$
without intervention by network
administrators.
Planning, Leadership, and
Management Support
The construction of a videocon-
ferencing network for Baylor
involved substantial commitment of
both financial and inshuctional
resources. The specially appointed
faculty task force recommended in
1994 that Baylor establish interac-
tive videoconferencing facilities
between the Waco campus and the
School of Nursing in Dallas, and
later studies reinforced that recom-
mendation. Moflvated in part by a
grant from the Texas Education
Agency, Baylor committed to the
development of a high-quality
videoconferencing network.
With significant collaboration
among the Information Technology
Center; the Schools of Education,
Business, and Nursing; and the
highest levels of the universig
administration, a phased approach
for network construction and
content delivery was agreed upon,
and initial equipment acquisition
and installation were completed in
7996.
At present, two large class-
rooms, three conference rooms,
and numerous desktop videocon-
ferencing systems have been
established. Plans for additional
expansion include another dedi-
cated videoconferencing classroom;
connections for eight existing
technology projection classrooms;
support systems for career services,
recruiting, and development; and
additional desktop systems. Total
equipment value of the network
now approaches $1 million.
The role of the Information
Technology Center at Baylor has
been to assess specific videoconfer-
encing requirements of multiple
academic and administrative
departments, and to formulate a
telecommunications solution that
meets the explicit and projected
needs of all areas within the
financial resources and academic
mission of the universit5r.
Promotion of Technology and
Maturity of Effort
Components of IDEASnet
currently include:
o Three large distance-education
classrooms with full studenU
teacher support (multiple
cameras, student PTT micro-
phones, document cameras,
multiple video sources), each
with T1 connectivity, in Waco
and Dallas.
. Three portable videoconferenc-
ing systems for classes and
conferences, each with ISDN BRI
connectivitgr.
. Two elementary school dedicated
connections (T1) in support of
educator haining programs.
. T1 network connections to the
Center for Occupational Re-
search and Development, Rio
Brazos Educational Cooperative,
and Texas State Technical College.
. Access to the statewide educa-
tional networks through direct
local connections with educa-
tional partners.
. PRI connection to the public
switched telephone network.
To contribute to the
universip mission, IDEASnet
was designed as a standards-
based, multiplatform, ISDN
videoconferencing network
capable of supporting mul-
tiple connection strategies,
hardware vendors, program-
matic needs, and cost-effec-
tive expansion based on ma-
turing user and institutional
needs.
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. Eight technology classrooms on
the Baylor-Waco campus.
o Numerous desktop videoconfer-
encing systems.
. Teleos/Madge M200 digitaldata
switch.
. VTEL MCU-[ multipoint
conferencing unit (eight ports).
Planned expansion will add:
. VTEL MCU-ll four additonalporb.
r Additional campus facilities.
. Enhanced services for Nursing.
o Connectivip with new Baylor
facilities in Dallas, Houston, and
San Antonio.
Promotion efforts for IDEASnet
have included a wide varie! of
direct outreach programs to stimu-
late faculp and adminishation
understanding and usage of the
network, including a campuswide
open house displaying the capabili-
ties of the network and numerous
presentations to on-campus and
regional organizations. Introduction
to the distance-education systems
has been incorporated into the
program of faculty instructional
technology workshops and at the
new-faculty orientation. Several
articles in various publications have
highlighted the use of IDEASnet,
and hands-on, small-group training
sessions are offered to the faculty in
response to developing needs.
Quality, Performance, and
Productivity Measurements
The intent of IDEASnet was to
provide enriched educational
opportunifles for students and
teachers through videoconferenc-
ing. Absolute measurements of
productivity were not expected;
rather, the success of the network
has been measured by the number
and variety of educational experi-
ences. In phase 1, the PARTNERS
project successfully provided
content and collaboration between
Baylor {aculty and in-service
teachers at Hillcrest and Harker
Heights Elementary Schools. In
addition, the students have partici-
pated in numerous collaboraflve
projects between the schools. In
Phase 2, graduate and undergradu-
ate students at the School of
Nursing in Dallas were provided
course options in healthcare
management and international
studies that were previously not
available. Phase 3 incorporates the
delivery of graduate nursing
instruction to the Waco campus, as
well as the expansion of the Waco
network to additional technology
classrooms and the campus
television studio to support multiple
simultaneous interactive
videoconferences.
Cost, Benefit, and Risk Analysis
The direct costs of IDEASnet
include classroom equipment
acquisition, network support
systems, maintenance, and planned
growth. The initial costs have been
covered by grant money, desig-
nated allocation of technology
funds, and the establishment of an
appropriately funded distance
education and videoconferencing
budget. Tiaining, support, and
management personnel have also
been designated and funded.
Operation of IDEASnet has
been centrally funded, without
direct cost to schools and depart-
ments within the university, to
ensure maximum usage of this new
ter:hnology. Departmentsare
responsible only for the direct long-
dir;tance charges incurred for their
conferences; there is no charge for
use of the facilities, network, or
support personnel.
The primary risks to the univer-
sity were that its large investment in
virleoconferencing and distance
education would be underutilized,
or that the programmatic goals
would not be realized. However,
because the network was devel-
oped in response to specific
educational goals and objectives,
IDEASnet has seen significant
growth in utilization, to
the extent that further
expansion has become
a necessity rather than
an option. In addition,
the faculty have proved
to be extremely creative
in requesting new and
unexpected services
from the network for
instructional purposes.
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BEST VOICE PROMPTS
|@l We translate & custom-record in 25 languagestTEr_EPt{{)]\tt'l
lTffil Voice Prompts, Speeches, Audiotext, Scripts,
lFn6O-UCil Phrases, Voice Messages, etc., forlV& VRU,
lor rHr veAnl School Regisfiation, voice Mail, Debit Cards,
t-,lbr.erl Auto Attendants, etc., with the best voices in all
lgryl file formats. Call for your free quote today!
lUUONl 888-28G -42?7
l[H0lffi]l 6rs-32r-88o2 BNF66!
Tomorow's Appl i cati ons
and Standards
Today's Hubbell.
With new cabling standards, Gigabit Ethernet and other applications fast
approaching, you need to specify a cabling system capable of supporting
tomorrow's mission critical networking applications. Hubbell Premise Wiring has
paftnered with several leading cable manufacturers to provide you with the next
plateaus of " end-to-end" cabling performance, the enhanced series.
HPW's Enhanced CAT5E system delivers Power-Sum ACR bandwidth of '175 MHz and exceeds
proposed TIA/ElA Category 5E channel and component draft requirements.
HPW's Category 6 system delivers Power-Sum ACR bandwidth in excess of 200 MHz and exceeds
proposed ISO/IEC Category 6 channel requirements.
Both systems feature a balanced system (components and cable) providing optimal performance.
Call us or visit our web site for additional details including our latest brochure "The Next Category of
Performance" covering structured cabling systems and the latest standards developments.
usA 1-800-626-0005
CANADA 905-839-1138
MEXICO 525-575-2022
two
Fax: 860-535-8328
905-839-91 08
525-559-8626
Web Site: www.hubbell-premise.com
Hubbell PremiseWiringilIIffiffiru9Iffiffi
Significant features of IDEASnet
IDEASnet is not a unified
network, but rather an integrated
network. With a reliance on H.320
interoperability and ISDN connec-
tivity, IDEASnet supports a wide
variety of videoconferencing
systems from multiple vendors,
connectivity with regional and
statewide teleconferencing net-
works, and interoperability with
systems worldwide, without
requiring a designated hardware
platform or single-vendor solution.
IDEASnet is an integral part of a
larger, ad hoc, collaborative
regional videoconferencing net-
work. IDEASnet incorporates
campus wiring, leased T1 lines for
local and remote permanent
connections, access to the public
switched telephone network, and
connections to other area video-
conferencing networks that allow
direct service to educational service
providers, regional school districts,
and statewide educational video-
conferencing networks. With an
open connectivity strategy,
IDEASnet shares its resources with
other local and regional networks,
providing a basis for cost sharing of
expensive access facilities and
redundancy for connections to the
public and state dedicated networks.
IDEASnet provides flexible and
customizable network connectivity
to meet varying client needs.
Whether the client requires a
dedicated room system for distance
education, a portable system for
multiple applications, a
conferencing system for administra-
tive needs, or a desktop video
system, IDEASnet meets the
client's expectations.
IDEASnet incorporates faculty
training and support as an integral
element of the network's success.
Individualized training is provided
to all faculty using the network, and
a full-time staff facilitator is present
for every class session, workshop,
presentation, and committee
meeting.
IDEASnet is a work-in-progress.
The state of the network is in
constant flux as new capabilities
are explored and implemented in
response to growing needs and
changing technologies. With the
confidence that the network can
support the full gamut of videocon-
ferencing solutions, a proper needs
assessment and appropriate
solution can be developed for
effective implementation within
irrstitutional, financial, and pro-
grammatic requirements. New
sl/stems and network connections
are being added to IDEASnet as
needs and planning dictate.
Ctontact person t'or lDEASnet is
Timothy M. Logan, ossociate
director, I nstru ctio nal kchnol o gy
and Distance Education at Baylor
Ltniuersity. Reach Tim uio e-mail at
T'im Logan@boylor.edu.
Y
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lnstitutionaf E xc effenc e in
Ce fe c o mmuni c at i o n s Aw ar f,
The Award for Institutional Excellernce in tlecommunications
is ACUTA's most prestigious award, recognizing telecommunications
excellence and professionalism. Winners are selected by the ACUTA
Awards Committee on the basis of the telecommunications department's
contribution to and support of the mission of the institution. Applications
are evaluated on the basis of scope arrd complexity of the endeavor,
technological leadership, benefit to the institution and key constituents,
and demonstration of excellen,ce and professionalism.
Information regarding this competition for 1998-99 will be mailed to all
member institutions in December. Details can also be found on the
ACUTA Web site at www. acuta.org/html/excel99. html
E
d
Discover the Power of WorldxGhange
Your Connection to the World
Worldxchange Gommunications 
- 
A Leader ln
INTERNATIONAL & Domestic Telecommunications
Through the power of our global telecommunications network and the
strength of key strategic alliances, the WXC Wholesale Carrier Group
offers quality service at highly competitive prices. 0ur exceptional
domestic and international termination services to the college and
university marketplace otfer:
. Very Competitive lnternational Termination Rates
. State-ol-the-art domestic switching network with over
30,000 miles ol DS-3, SS-7 liier optic backbone
o Powerlut switching network connected through interests in
various undersea cable systems and strategic alliances with key
internationat suppliers and PTTs
For Wholesale Garrier Information,
Gall 8OO-5OO-8972 x 5456
@ 1997 WorldxChange Communications. All righ6 reserved.
9999 Willow Creek Boad. San Diego. CA 92131
(619) 547-5700. (800) 500-8972
Fax (61 9) 536-81 46 . www.worldxchange.com
\VC)RLDxCHANGE
COMMUNICATIONS
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beginning next fall. The MBA (in
general management) and MEd (in
educational technology) will be
targeted to Texas residents who
cannot attend classes on a univer-
si! campus due to work or family
commitments. All classes will be
"asynchronous," so that students
may participate on their own
schedules.
For the MBA, students must be
accepted to one of the eight UT
System general academic universi-
ties that are participating. Faculty
from all eight campuses will teach
the courses, but the degree will be
granted by the institution in which
the student is enrolled.
For the MEd, classes will initially
be offered by UT Brownsville
faculty, but other UT institutions
are expected to deliver courses as
well. The program is targeted to
educators and others who wish to
expand their knowledge of the use
of technology in education,
including distance learning.
instructional design, multi-media in
the classroom, and networking.
In another September an-
nouncement, Kaplan Educational
Centers, a Washington Post
Company subsidiary that owns
1,200 test-preparation centers
around the country, announced
the formation of a virtual law
school called the Concord Univer-
sip Schoolof Law. Although the
school is not seeking ABA accredi-
tation at this time (and ABA
guidelines would not presently
accredit an institution without a
physical facility), graduates will be
able to sit for the bar exam in some
states. The four-year program has
announced that it will begin classes
on October 6. Graduates will earn
a juris doctor degree. With ABA's
accreditation standards already
under close scrutiny by the Depart-
ment of Education, it is possible
that the virtual law school may
become more common in the
future.
One thing is certain: Post-
secondary education is an athac-
tive and virtually untapped market
for private enterprise. However,
public and private accredited
institutions have a distinct advan-
tage-their credibility, academic
integritSr, and reputation for quality
with potential students and their
employers. Colleges and universi-
ties will need to be flexible, entre-
preneurial, and quick in order to
hold on to their current market
shares and develop new markets.
They will inevitably look to the
telecommunications/lT staff and
infrastructure as a vital asset to help
them forge ahead, and ACUTA
members must be prepared with
knowledge and strategies to help
their institutions succeed in an
increasingly competitive market-
place.
Y
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From the Executive Director
JeriA. Semer, CAE
Senior Leaders Examine the Needs of the 121st-Century Campus
This issue oI the Joumol focuses on
implementing new technology and
managing assets. At ACUTA, one of our
goals is to assist members by staying
ahead of the curve, spotting trends, and
bringing this information to you in time to
apply it to your own institution.
We maintain good lines of communica-
tion with all levels of administration in
higher education. Through our member-
ship in CHEMA, the Councilo{ Higher
Education Technology Associations, we
constantly communicate with officers in
the associations representing all of the
administrative departments on campus,
from the business office to physical plant
to the library to food service. We learn
what issues are foremost in their fields,
and inform them about key telecommuni-
cations issues.
By participating in the Higher Educa-
tion Technology Alliance, we also meet
periodically with presidential and other
higher education technology associations
to discuss and formulate policy on federal
technology policy issues. It is important for
ACUTA to work closely with the associa-
tions that represent higher education
legislatively, so that ACUTA members'
views are heard and our positions are
presented in ways that are compatible
with the overall education "agenda" in
Washington.
So, what are some of the key trends
that we are seeing? The one I would like
to focus on today is that "virtual educa-
tion" at the post-secondary level is not
going away any time soon; indeed, it is
becoming more prevalent and main-
stream. However, like any new enterprise,
it is encountering a few obstacles and is
not always living up to initial expectations.
Institutions that are offering virtual courses
and degree programs will be faced with
refining their offerings to meet actual
market demands in order to achieve
success.
After more than two years of prepara-
tion, the Western Governor's Universip
(WGU) opened its "doors" this fall and
began a,ccepting applications. Despite the
widespread publicity that preceded the
openinS;, it was reported in the press on
September 25 that only 75 applications
had been recelved for WGU's compe-
tency-based degrees, compared to
predicti,cns by university officials that 600
would ernroll the first year. With 17 states
participrating in WGU offering a large pool
of potential students, this slow start
doesn't preclude success once the word
gets out. In addition, WGU's electronic
catalog serves as an access point for
courses of{ered by many participating
institutions.
The California Virtual University
(CVU) ,ioesn't actually offer courses or
degreesr. It serves as a clearinghouse for
distance-learning courses and degrees
offered by 98 accredited public and
private institutions in the state. More than
1,600 courses are listed on the CVU
World Wide Web site, including more
than 1Cl0 degree and certificate programs.
Students use the CVU Web site to access
the institutions, and they must apply and
pay ftees directly to the institution offering
the program. I have not been able to find
statistic,s on the number of students that
have ur;ed the system.
The State of California legislature has
not put much money into the program,
and in fact the state has turned over
control of the CVU to a new nonprofit
foundation, the California Virtual Univer-
sity Foundation. The CEO is Dr. Stanley
Chodorow, former provost of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania. Five corporate
sponsors have made commitments to pay
at least $75,000 annually to support the
CVU, ernd Dr. Chodorow is seeking to
double the number of sponsors. (lt seems
that ev,zn virtual university presidents
have fund-raising in their job descriptions. )
The University of txas System
announced in September that it will offer
two m;rster's degrees entirely online
continued on page 47
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Pertormance, not promises".
so you won't haue to.
THE SURVIVORS ARE GERTIFIED IN OUR LEVELS PROGRAM.
It's just another day at our lnteroperability Lab. ln this lzwlr.
multimillion dollar facility, our team of evaluation engineers ,{,,i,Xf:il'j";:!,!:;;,,:;'
mix, match and analyze hundreds of cables, connectors, l0s, patch panels and
cords. Real NIC to hub configurations, over the entire channel, are constantly
challenged, tested and monitored.
From these findings, we've created a new performance specification - the
Anixter Levels Channel. ALC doesn't end with Level 5,6 or 7 UTP, or even the
basic link. lt encompasses fhe entire channel. And it's your assurance that the
solutions we recommend will deliver the real world performance you expect.
So the next time you need to make a structured cabling decision, call Anixter
and relax. We'll make sure your system passes the ultimate test...ours.
1-800-41{IXTER
htt p ://www. an ixte r. c o m
@1998, Anixter Inc. STBUCTURED CABLING o NETW0RKING . WIRE & CABLE . SERVICE . L0GISTICS
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On Drgrtrl Fiberoptic Communication ftoducts.
Multimedia Extender, Audio/Video/RS232
Data/Ethernet/T1, Singlemode-FC, 1 300 nm
(Medium Distance)
Transmitter/Receiver, Stereo Audio/r/ideo/Data,
Two-Way,Terminal Block,l 300 nm Singlemode-
FC (Medium Distance)
Fiberoptic Route Protection Switch,With
Alarm, Multimode-SC/ l 300 nm
Mode Converter, Duplex 180 Mb/s, 1300 nm
Multimode-SC/1 300 nm Singlemode-FC
(Medium Distance)
Transmitter, Stereo Audio/y'ideo, One-Way,
Terminal Block,1300 nm SMF-FC
(Medium Distance)
Receiver, Stereo Audio/Video, One-Way,
Terminal Block, Singlemode-FC (To Be Used
with 21oT-s-M)
N eed advanced, affordable fiberoptic communications solutions right now? Pick up
the phone and call POC. With our new COMMSTOCK'"delivery program these fiber-
optic communication products are always in stock, ready for fast, next-day shipping.
For fast delivery or more information about our complete line of communications products call(Btrtr) zl+aZZZ Fax(31tr) 53tr-595El
Email: pocf iber @ aol.com Web: http//www.poc.com
DtrINc MtrRE WITH Eue FIeep.
@1997 Ptrysical Optics Corp., Manufactured under U.S. Patent Numbers 5,278,687;5,245,40415,026131;4,926,412 and other patents pending
